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Experimental work and computational simulation were conducted on a new type 
of herringbone grooved journal bearing. Background about the herringbone grooved 
journal bearing was introduced, and pervious work was reviewed. Experiments were 
conducted to investigate the effect of groove pattern, the groove depth and the viscosity 
of the lubricant on the performance of a vertical hydrodynamic journal bearing. The 
research was concerned about the leakage rate, pressure profiles and temperature profiles 
along the axial direction of the journal bearing and their relationship with rotational speed 
of the shaft.The experimental set-up and procedures as well as the different specimen 
shafts and sleeve were described, and the effect of groove patterns on the performance of 
the journal bearing were investigated. Two lubricants with different viscosities were used 
to investigate the effect of viscosity. L:S-S:L (7:3-3:7) with uniform groove depth and 
non-uniform groove depth were tested to investigate the effect of the groove depth(L:S-
S:L means Long:Short-Short:Long type of groove pattern). The commercial CFD 
softwares FLUENT and ARMD were used to simulate the fluid flow of the lubricant 
between the sleeve and the journal bearing. The results of simulation were analyzed and 
compared with those of the experiments, which showed good accordance between the 
experiment and computational simulation in general. Furthermore, results for fully-
grooved patterns and reversible groove patterns were also obtained from computational 
simulation.   
The present work shows that the performance of the journal bearing in terms of 
pumping sealing and stiffness are greatly affected by herringbone groove patterns. From 
the pumping sealing point of view, S:L-S:L groove patterns can produce an almost zero 
  ii
leakage bearings. From the stiffness and stability points of view, symmetrical (about the 
oil relief groove) patterns, such as the S:L-L:S and L:S-S:L patterns, are preferred. The 
S:L-S:L patterns with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5-4.5:5.5 show a promising 
performance on both the pump sealing and stability. Finally, the difficulties encountered 
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ρ   density of the lubricant  
bω   angle velocity of bearing 
jω   angle velocity of journal  








b    denotes the variable for bearing 
j  denotes the variable for journal 








1.1 Background  
A critical component of the hard disk's spindle motor (Fig. 1-1) that has received 
much attention recently due to concerns over non-repeatable runout (NRRO), noise, 
vibration and reliability is the spindle motor bearings. NRRO here means the non 
repeatable deviation from the ideal hard disk track shape. Bearings are precision 
components that are placed around the shaft of the motor to support them and to ensure 
that the spindle turns smoothly with no wobbling or vibration. As hard disk speeds 
increase (typical speeds of drives today range from 4,200 rpm to 7,200 rpm), the demands 
placed on the bearings increase dramatically and hence engineers are constantly trying to 
improve them. 
Traditionally, a typical hard disk’s spindle motor bearing assembly comprises ball 
bearings supported between a pair of races which allow a hob of the storage disc to rotate 
relative to a fixed member. However, such ball bearing assemblies have mechanical 
problems such as wear, runout, and manufacturing difficulties. Therefore, an alternative 
design which is now being widely adopted is a hydrodynamic journal bearing, in which 
fluid such as air or liquid is used as lubricant between the fixed member and the rotating 
member.   
A herringbone grooved journal bearing is regarded as an excellent replacement of 
the ball bearings in the spindle system of a computer hard disk drive since it yields almost 





zero NRRO (Maxtor Corporation, 2000). Other than this advantage, it also has the feature 
of: low noise, high stiffness and exceptional dynamic stability against self-excited half 
frequency whirl in high-speed operation, and low side leakage. 
The idea of using grooved surfaces in order to produce a pressure distribution in 
bearings is over 40 years old, as shown by Whipple (1949). It was used first for gas 
bearings and then for liquid and grease films (Muijderman, 1979). The promise of 
increased performance and also the new potential issues related to the HGJB herringbone 
grooved journal bearing (HGJB) have given it renewed attention in the last few years. 
 
1.1.1 Hard Disk Drive Spindle Motor Operation Overview 
As shown in Fig.1-2, a hard disk uses circular flat disks called platters to store 
information in the form of magnetic pattern. The platters are mounted onto a spindle, 
which can rotate at high speed, and is driven by a special motor connected to the spindle. 
When the platter rotates, the head flies over the surface to read and write or record the 
information. The head is moved radially across the surface of the disc, so that different 
data tracks can be read back.  
When the head reads or writes, there are data interactions in the magnetic layer in 
the disk. The width of the tracks determines the number of tracks which can be defined on 
a given disk. The greater the number of tracks, the greater the storage density. A magnetic 
disk drive assembly whose spindle bearing has low runout can accommodate higher track 
densities, resulting in increased storage density per disk.  
 
1.1.2 Comparison Between Traditional Ball Bearing and HGJB 





Today's hard disk drives have extremely high track density, so that servo tracking 
requires very high precision.  The largest source of tracking errors is runout (deviation 
from the ideal track shape). The servo control algorithm estimates the repeatable runout 
and compensates using a feedforward signal. As the drive's ball bearings wear, NRRO can 
become a serious problem for the servo tracking algorithm.  For this reason, and to reduce 
noise and cost, some recent drives use fluid dynamic bearings, which are expected to 
reduce NRRO by an order of magnitude. 
In the traditional ball bearings as shown in Fig.1-3, small metal balls are placed in 
a race around the spindle motor shaft. Since individual balls in bearings are not perfectly 
round, and because both balls and races are subjected to a slight deformation under 
preload, random runouts occur at bearing defect frequencies, creating the main source of 
NRRO. Over the last couple of years, NRRO has been reduced substantially to meet the 
high track density in the hard disk drive (HDD) industry, but most of the NRRO reduction 
has been achieved through the tight inspection of ball bearings. By the end of 2000, 
magnetic track density is expected to increase up to 40000TPI (tracks per inch) that 
requires a NRRO smaller than 5% of track pitch, that is 0.03µm. It is getting more and 
more difficult, not only to measure and analyze NRRO, but also to reduce NRRO only 
through the inspection of ball bearings. 
However, in a fluid-dynamic bearings as shown in Fig.1-4, the metal balls are 
replaced with oil, which prevents the metal-to-metal contact between the journal and its 
bearing. They are superior to conventional ball bearing motors in the following areas 
(Maxtor Corporation, 2000):  
1) Acoustical Performance: In a ball bearing, increasing speed will increase the 
noise resulting from the contact of the balls in the raceway. Hydrodynamic bearings, in 





contrast, are almost silent because practically they have no metal-to-metal contact. The 
noise level also will not increase as a function of run time for the same reason. 
2) Shock Performance: An oil film separates the working parts of a hydrodynamic 
bearing. The oil film acts as a shock absorber and prevents damage to the bearing surfaces. 
Typical ball bearing motors withstand up to 200 Gs of shock, while motors with 
hydrodynamic bearings can handle almost two times of that amount. 
3) Vibration: External or internal oscillations are quickly dampened in a well-
designed hydrodynamic bearing. This is very important to a hard disk drive, enabling it to 
accurately write to or read from the disk. 
4) Lower Non-Repeatable Run Out: Several metal balls are used in ball bearings. 
If there are imperfections in the roundness of the balls or in the raceways in which they 
roll, higher NRRO occurs when the motor rotates. NRRO severely limits the TPI (tracks 
per inch) density on the disk, reducing the hard disk drive capacity. Because 
hydrodynamic bearings have no balls, NRRO is not as large a concern. 
5) Fatigue Life: Bearings typically fail because of metal fatigue caused by the 
constant rolling of the metal balls in the raceway. Fatigue life is the calculated number of 
hours the motor can survive before metal fatigue occurs. A hydrodynamic bearing motor 




1.2.1  Hydrodynamic Journal Bearing Operating Parameters 





 A cross-section of a journal bearing is shown in Fig.1-5, and said to be ‘self-
acting’ because the hydrodynamic pressures which separate the two bearing surfaces are 
generated as a consequence of the relative movement of the bearing surfaces.  
In the example shown, the surface of the journal, the moving element, drags liquid 
by means of viscous forces into the converging gap region formed by the bearing surfaces. 
The converging gap region occurs on one half of the bearing between the maximum gap 
on one side and the minimum gap on the other. The result of the liquid being dragged into 
a more confined region is to create a pressure. This build-up of pressure produces a 
bearing film forces which act normally to the shaft and will be equal and opposite to the 
externally applied force on the shaft. For a given eccentricity of the journal within the 
bearing, the pressure force giving rise to the hydrodynamic load is primarily dependent on 
speed, viscosity and bearing area.  
The following parameters are usually used to define the operation of a journal 
bearing: eccentricity ε , attitude angle which is the angle of the location of the minimum 
film thickness ϕ , line of centers, and bearing number Λ (defined as 26 dP
URΛ
α
µ=  whereas 
µ is dynamic viscosity of the lubricant, U is circumferential velocity, R is radius of 
bearing, aP  is ambient pressure, d is the radial clearance). 
 
1.2.2  Effect of Herringbone Grooves 
The herringbone grooved journal bearing operates based on hydrodynamic 
lubrication and viscous pumping (Fuller, 1984), to achieve a leakage free bearing. As 
schematically shown in Fig.1-6, when the shaft rotates in the direction shown by the 





arrow, the lubricant flows into the upper and lower set grooves towards the land between 
the upper and lower grooves. For a symmetrical herringbone groove pattern, where the 
length of the upper set grooves LA is equal to that of the lower set grooves LB, the 
resultant of the lubricant in-flow is zero in the axial direction of the bearing. In the case of 
an asymmetrical pattern with groove length ratio BA LLg := , the lower set of grooves can 
be longer or shorter than the upper set of grooves which will result in an upward or 
downward resultant in-flow of lubricant respectively.  
 
1.2.3  Stability of Herringbone Grooved Journal Bearing 
The shafts of any turbo machine running in fluid-film bearings generally 
experience two types of instability. The first is a synchronous vibration due to unbalance 
of the rotating masses. The second, and much more serious, is a self-excited 
nonsynchronous vibration. In this case, the lightly loaded rotors operate with high attitude 
angles and small eccentricity ratios and the tangential component of the pressure force is 
quite large. Then the resulting moment drives the rotor in an orbital path about the bearing 
center and in the direction of rotation. The frequency of this orbital motion is 
approximately one half that of the rotor speed and hence called half-frequency whirl 
(Stepina, 1992). 
The herringbone-grooved bearing shows the most stable operation with no 
sacrifice in load capacity. Shallow grooves formed in a herringbone pattern act like a 
viscous pump when the shaft turns. Lubricant is pumped from the bearing ends toward the 
middle. Herringbone-grooved bearings operating at large bearing numbers have small 
attitude angles. The small attitude angles tend to produce large radial restoring forces. The 





difference, however, is that these restoring forces increase significantly with speed in 
herringbone-grooved bearings. 
 
1.2.4 Cavitation boundary condition  
For some cases, large negative pressures in the hydrodynamic film are predicted if 
the cavitation boundary condition is not specified. However, in practical, for gases, a 
negative pressure does not exist and for most liquids a phenomenon known as cavitation 
occurs when the pressure falls below atmospheric pressure. The reason for this is that most 
liquids contain dissolved air and minute dirt particles. When the pressure becomes 
subatmospheric, bubbles of previous dissolved air nucleate on pits, cracks and other 
surface irregularities on the sliding surfaces and also on dirt particles. At the same time, 
the lubricant may be evaporated and the cavitity area forms. The pressure inside this 
stationary cavity is regarded as low as the oil vapor pressure, which is almost vacuum. 
(Stachowiak et al, 2000) 
There are various cavitation boundary conditions such as half-sommerfeld 
boundary condition and Reynolds boundary condition. The former one simply replaces the 
negative pressure with zero pressure. The latter one states that there are no negative 
pressures and that at the boundary between zero and non-zero pressure the following 
condition should apply: 0==
dx
dpp .(Stachowiak et al, 2000) 
 
1.2.5 Other Groove Patterns 
 
Herringbone grooved journal bearing has the following characteristics: easy 
maintenance, high reliability and stability, and long bearing life. The demand for this type 





of bearing is growing with the growth of miniaturization, and high-speed requirements in 
the latest precision instruments. For example, its use in the spindle motors of magnetic 
disks, videodisks and polygon mirror instruments. 
            There are some other types of grooved bearings as described below: 
(1) Reversible Rotation Type HGJB 
            This type of herringbone grooved journal bearing can produce an oil film bearing 
pressure with shaft bearing rotation in either direction as shown in Fig 1-7 (a). The load 
capacity and the radial load component (related to stability) of this type of bearing are not 
much different from those of a conventional bearing, being about 70 percent of the 
conventional bearing value (Kawabata et al., 1989). 
(2) Fully Grooved Herringbone Groove 
 The difference between this type of herringbone grooved journal bearing and the 
one in this work is that herein each set of the grooves are composed of two intersected 
grooves connecting together, as shown in Fig.1-7 (b).  Theory predicts that this type of 
herringbone groove should be more stable than the partially grooved bearing 
(Cunningham et al., 1969). 
 
 
1.3 Literature Review 
1.3.1 Previous Experiments 
Hirs (1965) investigated a horizontal journal bearing. The attitude of the shell with 
regard to the journal was measured by means of four sets of inductive pick-ups. The 
resultant pressure components and the stability characteristics of three grooved-bearing 





types were determined for the case of near-center operation and incompressible lubricants. 
The bearing parameters have been optimized for the best stability characteristics. The 
behavior at greater eccentricities and the use of gaseous lubricants were dealt with in a 
qualitative way. The results show that grooved journal bearings have good and predictable 
stability characteristics. They can be stable at co-centric and near-center operation, but 
plain journal bearings are not stable for this case. 
Malanoski (1967)’s experiment demonstrated the obviously improved stability of 
the herringbone grooved journal bearing compared with the plain one. A 1.5-inch diameter 
shaft were driven by an air impulse type turbine to 60,000 rpm. The test bearings were 
designed for maximum radial stiffness at a bearing number 206 2 == dP
URΛ
α
µ . The optimum 





α = =+ , the film thickness ratio ,33.20 =+= dh
hH the groove 
angle o25=β , and the groove number 36=gN . The speed was measured by a reflected 
method and the shaft displacement was measured by two horizontal and two vertical 
capacitance probes. The bearing, sleeve and shaft were made of stainless steel and good 
correlation between the theoretical and experimental data was found. 
Cunningham et al. (1969) investigated the half-frequency whirl phenomenon 
(HFM), in which the journal bearing was operated in vertical position to negate the gravity 
forces. The dynamic attitude of the rotors was monitored by two orthogonally oriented 
capacitance distance probes which provide a non-contacting method of detecting radial 
displacement and the whirl onset speeds were recorded. Test results show that HFW onset 
is sensitive to the radial clearance, and it was found that a fully grooved bearing is more 





stable than a partially grooved one. Generally, a fair agreement between theory and 
experiment was achieved to predict the HFW onset speeds. 
 
1.3.2 Numerical Prediction 
Early analyses concentrated on the Narrow Groove Theory (NGT), which assumes 
that the number of grooves approaches infinity. Numerous references apply the NGT to 
HGJBs and grooved thrust bearings, e.g., Hirs (1965), Muijderman (1967) and Kawabata 
et al. (1989). In brief, the theory reduced the sawtooth circumferential pressure gradient 
into an averaged, overall pressure by assuming the fluctuations in pressure between the 
narrow grooves and ridges to be negligible. In practice, small numbers of grooves are 
desirable for HGJB to reduce manufacturing costs, however, the NGT overestimates the 
load performance of bearings with less than 16 grooves (Bonneau  et al., 1994). 
Using the equations of Vohr and Chow (1965), where pressure distribution was 
obtained by numerical integration, Hamrock and Fleming (1971) describe a numerical 
procedure to determine the optimal self-acting herringbone journal bearings parameters 
for maximum radial load capacity. The operating condition range from incompressible 
lubrication to a highly compressible condition, for either smooth or groove members 
rotating, and for length to diameter ratios of ¼,1/2,1 and 2.  The analysis is valid for small 
displacements of the journal center from the fixed bearing center.  
More recently, as HGJBs have been widely used for business machines especially 
for Hard Disk Drive (HDD) spindle motors, more research work have been done on many 
bearings. 





Bonneau and Absi (1994) used an upwind finite element method to analyze the gas 
herringbone groove with small number of grooves. Limitation of NGT is analyzed. Load 
capacity, attitude angle, stiffness and damping coefficients were calculated for a sample of 
configurations: angle and thickness of grooves, bearing number, and this for smooth or 
grooved member rotating. 
Kang et al. (1996) used a finite difference method to study the oil-lubricated 
journal bearing of eight circular- profile grooves on the sleeve surface. Based on 
maximizing the radial force and improving the stability characteristics, optimal values for 
various bearing parameters were obtained. The results were compared with the plain and 
rectangular-profile grooved journal bearings, and showed that (1) For the circular-profile 
groove journal bearings, a groove width ratio of 0.25, a groove angle of 28º, and a groove 
depth ratio of 2.5 are optimal values to maximize the radial force, (2) For eccentricity 
ratios up to 0.5, the load capacity of a circular-profile groove journal bearing is 
approximately 10% larger than that of a rectangular-profile bearing when both types used 
optimal configurations for maximum radial force, (3) Both circular- and rectangular-
profile groove journal bearings have better stability characteristics than plain journal 
bearings for small eccentricity ratios.  
Zirkelback and San Andres (1998) used a finite element method to predict the 
static and rotordynamic forced response in HGJBs with finite numbers of grooves. Using a 
baseline geometry with 20 grooves, a parametric study predicts optimum rotordynamic 
coefficients for HGJBs. The optimum HGJB geometry consists of length to diameter 
ration L/D =1, groove angle o40=β , ridge width ratio 5.0=α , etc. The development of 





significant direct stiffness while running concentrically proves the distinct advantage of 
using the HGJB over plain journal bearings. 
Jang and Chang (2000) analyzed the HGJB by considering cavitation using a finite 
volume method. They also investigated how the cavitation affects the performance 
indexes, such as load capacity, attitude angle, and bearing torque in a herringbone grooved 
journal bearing due to the variation of design parameters and operating conditions. It was 
found that the cavitation region increases with increasing eccentricity ε , length to 
diameter ratio L/D, groove angle β  and rotational speed N as well as decrease of the 
groove width ratio α . 
Wan and Lee et al. (2002) presented a numerical model which successfully 
predicted the cavitated fluid flow phenomena in liquid-lubricated asymmetrical HGJBs. A 
“follow the groove” grid transformation method is used to capture all the groove 
boundaries. With this approach, the singularity at the groove edges is avoided. The results 
also show that the cavitation region increases with increasing eccentricity ε . At large 
eccentricity, cavitation area increases with increasing dimensionless groove depth, groove 
angle, L/D ratio and cavitation pressure. At small eccentricity which is less than 0.6, no 
cavitation is found. 
Although the distinct advantages of the HGJB over a plain journal bearing on the 
stiffness and stability have previously been investigated, the stiffness and stability of the 
shaft with different herringbone groove patterns were seldom studied.  
 
 
1.4 Objective and Scope 





The main objective of the present work is to study the effects of groove patterns on 
the performance of vertical hydrodynamic herringbone grooved journal bearings. 
Scaled up models of such bearings were designed, fabricated and tested for 
different herringbone grooved patterns. The leakage rate, the gauge pressure and 
temperature profiles will be obtained to assess the performance of the different bearings. 
Numerical simulations using FLUENT and ARMD softwares will be carried out 
and compared with the experimental results. The effects of clearance, groove depth and 
groove angle will also be studied. 
It is hoped that the most promising groove pattern can be identified from this 
study. 





Description of Experiment 
 
2.1 Herringbone Grooved Shafts 
2.1.1 Prototype  
There are inner-race rotating spindle motors and out-race rotating spindle models. 
An inner-race rotating spindle motor as shown in Fig.2-1, is usually used in small HDD 
because it can effectively use the space for coil winding. As shown in Fig.2-1, the shaft is 
attached to the hub and rotates together, driven by the electric-magnetic force generated 
from the coil and magnetic. The other parts are stationary. 
On the contrary, in an outer-race rotating motor, the shaft is fixed to the base, the 
rotating part is the hub mounted with coil and magnet instead of the shaft in the inner-
race rotating motor. 
Both spindles develop a hydrodynamic system in the bearing when either the 
surface of the journal bearing or the surface of the sleeve rotates. This kind of 
hydrodynamic journal bearing was demonstrated to be superior to the traditionally ball 
bearing.  
Because of limited space available in contemporary small-form factor disk drives, 
and the need to minimize prime costs, it is preferable to have a self-contained 
hydrodynamic bearing system with no external lubricant supply. Note that one end of the 
shaft is just open, the lubricant being sealed only by centrifugal force causing pumping of 




a lubricating liquid into the journal. Grooves on the shaft strengthen the pumping effect.  
Zero leakage can be obtained by a good design. 
 
2.1.2 Optimum Geometrical Parameters  
The geometry of the model used in this experiment is obtained from Hamrock and 
Fleming (1971). The HGJB groove parameters as optimized by Hamrock and Fleming, 
(1971) are: the length to diameter ratio λ = (L/D) = 1, incompressible lubrication, and the 
dimensionless bearing number 06 2 ⇒=Λ dp
UR
α
µ .  The following optimized parameters are 
obtained:                  
The film thickness ratio 
h
hdH +=0           219.20 =H  





+=α                 5228.0=α     
The groove angle β                                         o62.28=β  
The groove length ratio 
L
LL BA +=λ              7607.0=λ  
The parameters BA LLbbhd ,,,,, 21  and L are indicated in Fig. 2-2. Consequently, the 
experiment parameters are designed to give the above numbers. 
 
2.1.3 Similarity Analysis  













mm120=mL  µm250=md  rpm2100 ~rpm203=mN
 




             A typical HGJB used in HDD prototype was compared with the experiment 
specimen as following:           
            The conventional Reynolds number is defined as µ
ρulRe = . Here the Reynolds 
number is:   





)60/( NDddDNRe ==                    (2.1) 
where N is the rotational speed of the shaft (in rpm), D is the diameter of the bearing, 
d the radial clearance and ν  the lubricant kinematic viscosity. 
m105.4 3−×=pD , md p 6108 −×= , rpmN p 11000= , smmp /103.4 2-5×==νν , then for 
the prototype: 610.0=eR . For the model: mDm 3102.46 −×= , m10250 6−×=md , and 
rpm2100 ~rpm203=mN . Hence, for the experimental model: 38.37~6.3=eR . The 
prototype and the model are not exactly similar. The reason is that the model’s geometry 
is based on the optimum parameters recommended by Hamrock and Fleming (1971). 
This design focus on the effects of the groove pattern.  
 
2.1.4    Different Groove Patterns 
There are two sets of grooves on the bearing and they are separated by an oil 
relieve groove in the middle of them. Oil relieve groove is just a deeper groove and no oil 
is drained out from here. The shaft is a solid body. Each set of grooves is composed of 
two intersected grooves without connecting together (Fig.2-4). The groove pattern was 
named by the length ratio of each set of the grooves as BABA LLLL :: −   as indicated in 
Fig.2-2. For example, if the upper set of the grooves has a length ratio BA LL : =3:7 and 




the lower set of the grooves has a length ratio BA LL : =7:3, this groove pattern will be 
named as S:L-L:S with a length ratio of 3:7-7:3. Whereas S means short and L means 
long. 
 In addition to the S:L - S:L configurations (with groove length ratios of 3:7-3:7 
and 4:6-4:6), and symmetrical pattern (with groove length ratios of 5:5-5:5), the groove 
patterns with configuration of  S:L-S:L (with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5-4.5:5.5), 
L:S-S:L (with groove length ratios of 7:3-3:7), and S:L-L:S (with groove length ratios of 
3:7-7:3) will be investigated. The leakage rates of the lubricant, which filled the radial 
clearance between the shaft and the bearing, the gauge pressure profiles along the bearing 
and the temperature variations will be obtained to assess the performance of the bearings. 
The shafts have radial clearance of 250µm and the groove depth of the herringbone 
patterns is 300 µm . 
To find possible effect of parameter change other than the groove length ratio, the 
shafts of L:S-L:S configurations (with groove length ratios of 7:3-7:3 and 6:4-6:4) and 
L:S-S:L (with groove length ratios of 7:3-3:7 and 6:4-4:6) will be tested. These shafts 
have different groove depths for the long and short grooves of each set of grooves. 
The lubricant, which filled the radial clearance between the shaft and the bearing 
is Hydrelf DS 32. To study the effect of lubricant viscosity on the bearing performance, 
another lubricant, Hydrelf DS 68 was used for the shaft with S:L - S:L (with groove 
length ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5). 
 
 
2.2 Experimental Set-up 





The experimental set-up consists of a drive system, a lubricant feeding system, a 
test rig and a leakage collector (Fig. 2-3). A 0.75 kW AC motor of a bench-drilling 
machine is used to drive the herringbone grooved shafts at motor speed ranging from 203 
to 2110 rpm.  
A jaw coupling was used to absorb any misalignment between the driving shaft 
and the drill chuck. Examples of such misalignment could be due to the relative motions 
of the two shafts during operation or by manufacturing tolerances at assembly. A flexible 
elastomer coupling was added. This elastomer coupling is an elastomer compressed by 
two alternating pairs of jaws on the two hubs and thus able to accommodate angular and 
axial misalignments. Shock and vibrations are also absorbed and reduced by this 
elastomer coupling, this prevents the transmission of vibration to the grooved shafts. 
 The test rig consists of a driving shaft, a shaft housing and a sleeve housing. The 
driving shaft transmits the power from the drill chuck to the specimen (herringbone 
grooved) shaft. The upper part of the driving shaft is attached to a flexible coupling and 
the lower part is connected to the specimen shaft by a ridge-groove connection. The 
driving shaft is housed in a shaft housing, which is joined to the top circular plate of the 
sleeve housing by three bolts. The shaft housing can be removed to change the specimen 
shaft.  
The sleeve housing consists of two separate circular plates joined by three rods. 
There is a circular step on each plate for the perspex sleeve to fit in. The top plate has an 
oil-housing to contain the lubricant. 
 





The lubricants used as the working fluids are Hydrelf DS 32 and Hydrelf DS 68. 
They are slightly red in color, and a few drops of red dye were added to the lubricant for 
better visual clarity. The density for Hydrelf DS 32 and Hydrelf DS 68 without the dye 
are 873 kg/m 3 and 884 kg/m 3  respectively. The kinematic viscosity for Hydrelf DS 32 
and Hydrelf DS 68 without the dye are /sm1034 26−× and /sm1072 26−×  respectively at 
40˚C. The viscosities of lubricants with the dye were measured and the results are listed 
in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. The results show that the lubricants with dye are slightly more 
viscous than without dye.  
The viscosity-temperature relation was investigated by measuring the viscosity of 
Hydrelf DS 68 from 26.5˚C to 45˚C (Table 2-4). The results were plotted in Fig. 2-5.  It 
was observed that the kinematic viscosity the Hydrelf DS 68 with dye is 
/sm104.124 26−×  at 26.5˚C and /sm1049 26−× at 45˚C.  
The theoretical relationship between viscosity and temperature follows the 
Walther’s equation (Camerron, 1981), as given by 
TBACW log))log(log( ⋅−=+= ν                (2.2) 
where T is the absolute temperature, 6.0=C  for high and 0.8 for low viscosities if v is in 
centistokes (1 centistoke= sm /10 26− ). The constants A and B vary with the type of oil.  
Given the viscosities at 40˚C and 100˚C, it is found 693.8=A  and 51.3=B  for 
Hydrelf DS 32, and 595.8=A and 33.3=B  for Hydrelf DS 68. The predicted kinematic 
viscosities of two oils over the temperature range from 20˚C to100˚C were plotted in Fig. 
2-6. 
 





Table 2-2 Viscosity measurements of Hydrelf DS 32 
Hydrelf DS 32 Hydrelf DS 32 with dye 
Temperature(˚C ) µ (kg/m·s) ν ( /sm2 ) µ  (kg/m·s) ν ( /sm2 ) 




Table 2-3 Viscosity measurement of the Hydrelf DS 68  
Hydrelf DS 68 Hydrelf DS 68 with dye 
Temperature(˚C ) µ (kg/m·s) ν ( /sm2 ) µ  (kg/m·s) ν ( /sm2 ) 




Table 2-4 Variation of dynamic and kinematic viscosities with temperature 
 for Hydrelf DS 68 with dye 
Temperature(˚C ) µ (kg/m·s) ν ( /sm2 ) 
45 42.8 310−×  49 610−×  
40 62.4 310−×  71.4 610−×  
35 75 310−×  85.9 610−×  
30 86 310−×  98.5 610−×  









A non-contacting type of tachometer (Fig. 2-7) was used to measure shaft 
rotational speed. For this purpose, a reflective sticker was attached on the surface of the 
rotating part.  
A type T (copper-constantan) thermocouple (Fig. 2-8) connected to a digital 
thermometer (with temperature range from –100°C to 400°C) was used to measure the 
lubricant film temperature through three thermal rods on the sleeve(Fig 2-4). The metal 
antenna of the thermocouple has to be sticked to the sleeve surface using the heat-isolated 
tape. Since the actual temperature measured by the thermocouple is that of the thermal 
rod, the thermocouple first had to be calibrated for this purpose. 
A weighing machine was used to measure the lubricant leakage and roundness of 
the shafts was checked by using a Talyrond 100 roundness testing machine.  
Visualizations were recorded using a digital camera and a stroboscope. The 
stroboscope (Fig.2-9) was used to freeze the moving grooves (by tuning it to the rotation 
frequency of the shaft). 
Brookfield viscometer (LV Model) was used to measure the dynamic viscosity of 
the lubricants. The procedure for viscosity measurement is as follows: 
(1) The spindle (Spindle No.1 suggested) is attached to the lower shaft. Care should 
be taken to avoid putting side thrust on the shaft to protect its alignment. 
(2) The spindle is inserted in a 600ml beaker filled with the lubricant to be tested 
until the fluid’s level is at the immersion groove cu in the spindle’s shaft. 
(3) The viscometer is leveled using a bubble level near the on/off switch. 
(4) The clutch is depressed and the viscometer’s motor is turned on (at 30 rmp, as 
suggested). Following the procedure of having the clutch depressed at this point 




will prevent unnecessary wear. The clutch is released and the dial is allowed to 
rotate until the pointer stabilized at a fixed position on the dial. 
(5) The clutch is depressed and the motor switch is snapped to stop the instrument 
with the pointer in view. 
(6) The factor finder is checked, which is supplied with the viscometer to obtain the 
viscosity of the lubricant (Factor = 2 if rpm=30 and Spindle No.1 is used). 
(7) The units of the reading are in cPs(1cPs = 10 3− kg/m·s).  
 
 
2.3 Experimental Procedure 
2.3.1 Changing Specimen Shaft 
The three bolts at the bottom of the upper plate of the sleeve housing were first 
removed, and the worktable of the drilling machine was lowered to unlock the coupling 
between the drill chuck and the driving shaft. The shaft housing was then removed by 
lifting it up and the shaft was removed and replaced with the new shaft.  
When placing back the shaft housing, the ridge-coupling of the shaft was aligned 
to the groove-coupling of the driving shaft, and the position of the shaft housing was 
shifted so that the white marking was in line, which was to align the holes for the three 
bolts. The three bolts were screwed to secure the shaft housing to the sleeve housing, the 
worktable of the drilling machine was elevated, and the coupling was locked. Hence, 
changing the shaft was completed. 
 
2.3.2 Changing Specimen Sleeve 




Following the procedure given in the precious section, the shaft housing and the 
shaft were removed, the three nuts on the top of the upper plate of the sleeve housing 
were then unscrewed, and the silicon glued on the top and bottom part of the sleeve was 
cut.  The upper plate of the sleeve housing, sleeve and the silicon on the sleeve housing 
were removed and replaced with new sleeve (be careful not to put the sleeve upside 
down).  The silicon was applied on tip and bottom ends of sleeve to prevent leakage. 
Thus changing the sleeve was completed. 
 
2.3.3 Setting the Rotational Speed 
To set the rotational speed, the power was first turned off, the top cover of the 
drilling machine was opened, and the intertwist sequence of the belt was changed 
according to the contrast table indicated on the front surface of the machine. Finally, the 
cover was closed.  
 
2.3.4 Lubricant Leakage Measurement 
To measure the lubricant leakage, the valve under the oil reservoir was first 
opened so that the lubricant poured into the sleeve housing through the tubes, and then 
the air bubbles within the bearing was removed along the grooves, down the sleeve and 
out of the bearing by rotating the shaft manually. The air bubble can also be removed by 
letting it flow out from the pressure tappings. Air bubbles trapped in the shaft relief part 
of the bearing can be removed by sucking it out using a syringe, the ends of the flexible 
tubes that were attached to the pressure tappings were clipped, and the lubricant was 
allowed to fall to the level marked off by the white tape.  




The bench drill was turned on to run for 5 minutes, the oil flows from the oil 
reservoir, passing the clearance between the journal and the bearing, finally come out 
from the bottom and the leakage was collected at the end of 5 minutes. All the bearing 
was cooled down for 15 minutes. 
 
2.3.5 Gauge Pressure Measurement 
To measure the pressure, the above procedure was repeated to remove the air 
bubbles in the tubes, and then the flexible tubes were connected to the manometer. Before 
every rotation, the initial level of the lubricant was marked off and the bench drill was 
turned on. The level of the lubricant was recorded after 5 minutes of rotation. For every 
rotation, the bearing was allowed to cool down for 15 minutes.  
 
2.3.6 Temperature Measurement 
The temperature at the different locations of the sleeve can be measured 
concurrently with the measurement of lubricant leakage and gauge pressure. The 
temperature can be easily read from the digital display connected to the thermocouple 
after the shaft has been running for 5 minutes. 
The above procedures were repeated 5 times for each rotational speed, to check 
for experimental repeatability.  






In the present study, two different computational fluid dynamics softwares ARMD 
and FLUENT, which will be briefly described in the following, were used to predict the 
performance of the herringbone grooved journal bearings (HGJB). Firstly, the software 
ARMD which is specially designed for journal bearing was used. However, the ARMD 
was unable to study the difference between different groove patterns in this project due to 
the limited mesh capacity. The performance of ARMD is still reported here to give 
comparable information to the future researcher in this project. After that, FLUENT was 
used to simulate the flow in HGJB and detailed results are presented and analyzed. The 
predictions obtained will then be compared with the experimental results.    
  
 
3.1 ARMD simulation 
3.1.1 Introduction to ARMD 
ARMD is a commercial software package that has been developed to determine 
the performance characteristics of incompressible fluid-film bearings. It uses the 
numerical methods based on finite difference and is edited in Fortran Programming 
Language. The inner algorithm was not available from the manual. From the results 
obtained, it seemed that Reynolds boundary condition or similar boundary condition was 
used since there is no negative pressure ever obtained.  
 





The bearing surface area is subdivided into a grid pattern in two dimensions 
(circumferential and axial), as shown in Fig. 3-1. The fluid film system of equations is 
established for the grid network. Boundary conditions (such as groove deformation, 
pressure inlet and outlet, etc.) are incorporated to the system of equations. A variable grid 
finite difference numerical method is employed to obtain a solution. 
Input data includes bearing geometry and orientation, structure deformation, 
lubricant properties, pressure boundary and groove conditions, eccentricity, rotational 
speed, axial length, radial clearance, etc. 
 
3.1.3 Mesh generation 
The maximum grid resolution is 4000. For this work, the unwrapped area is 120 
mm×145.14 mm, the grid was generated as 38×96, the dots indicate the groove. The 
groove-width was indicated by 4 points (Fig 3-1). Due to the limitation of maximum grid 
resolution, it is impossible to exactly represent the real groove. Several groove 
arrangements have been tried to produce the best results. As shown in Fig. 3-1, the groove 
angle in the computation was about 45˚, not 28.62˚ as in the experiment.  
Once the groove has been correctly represented on the grid, the coordinates of each 
point have to be manually located. This limits the flexibility of the grid generation.  
 
3.1.4 Post processing 
Output data were saved in “out file”, as shown in Appendix B. These include the 
input data, structural deformation input, non-dimensional clearance distribution and 




pressure distribution. Every grid point has a pressure value. Since the pressure distribution 
along circumferential direction is periodic, as shown in Fig.3-2, for each fixed axial 
coordinate, the average pressure around the shaft was obtained by averaging eight 
consecutive pressure values in circumferential direction. This is to simplify the process 
because too many data were generated for each shaft. Since the angle of the groove can 
not be simulated accurately, the results obtained were just approximate results.   
 
 
3.2 FLUENT simulation 
3.2.1 Introduction to FLUENT 
FLUENT is a program to model fluid flow and heat transfer. It is written in C 
language and the solution is based on finite volume method. FLUENT package includes 
the solver and some preprocessors. In this work, one of the preprocessors, Gambit, was 
used to model the geometry and to generate the mesh. The mesh was then imported into 
FLUENT 6.0 solver. 
The main procedure is as follows: 
1. mesh import and adaption, 
2. building physical models, 
3. setting boundary condition, 
4. setting material properties, 
5. calculation, and 
6. post processing. 
The pressure distribution and leakage rate are investigated for the following shafts:  
Table 3-1 The geometrical dimensions of the simulated models using FLUENT 
shaft pattern radial clearance (µm) groove angle  groove depth (µm) 
3:7-3:7* 250  28.62˚ uniform 300  
4:6-4:6* 250  28.62˚ uniform 300  




3:7-7:3* 250  28.62˚ uniform 300  
7:3-3:7* 250  28.62˚ uniform 300  
5:5-5:5* 250  28.62˚ uniform 300  
plain shaft* 250  no groove uniform 300  
7:3-3:7* 250  28.62˚ nonuniform groove  
5:5-5:5 350  28.62˚ uniform 300  
5:5-5:5 400  28.62˚ uniform 300  
5:5-5:5 250  20˚ uniform 300  
5:5-5:5 250  28.62˚ uniform 300 
5:5-5:5 250  40˚ uniform 300  
reversible  groove 250µm 28.62˚ uniform 300 µm 
* the geometry is based on the experimental model  
 
 The effect of groove pattern, clearance, groove depth and groove angle on the 
journal bearing will be investigated. 
 
3.2.2 Simulation 
3.2.2.1  CFD Analysis 
FLUENT is based on a finite volume method, which was first introduced by 
McDonald (1971). Finite volume method  is a discretization of the conservative governing 
equation in integral form. The computational domain is divided into finite volumes (or 
cells), where the primitive variables such as u, v, w, P are usually defined at the cell 
centers. All the spatial integrals, in finite volume methods, are approximated by products 
of the spatial quantities and the average value of the integrals. Consequently, definition of 
derivatives is more demanding in finite volume method than in finite difference method.  
The finite volume method has two major advantages. First, it has good 
conservation properties of mass. Second, it allows complicated computational domains to 
be discretized in a simpler way than either iso-perimetric finite element formulation or 
generalized coordinate. These may be the reasons why FLUENT adopted this method. 




Based on the assumptions that 1) the flow is laminar 2) temperature, density and 
viscosity are constant across the film thickness, and 3) the lubricant is full-lubricated 
without cavitation, the three-dimensional, laminar, steady, incompressible solver was used 
in FLUENT 6.0. 
It should be addressed here that the assumption 3) is based on the fact that we are 
dealing with the concentric rotation cases. According to Wan and Lee et.al (2002), there is 
no cavitation observed in their numerical study when the eccentricity is less than 0.6. 
Nevertheless, this assumption is not true for the S:L-L:S case (with groove length ratio of 
3:7-7:3). This groove pattern generates large negative pressure in the middle of the 
bearing. The large negative pressure does not physically exist. It can be understood as the 
high possibility of cavitation in that area. 
 
3.2.2.2 Geometrical Modeling and Mesh Generation 
The lubrication field between the surface of the grooved shaft and the surface of 
the sleeve with the same geometrical dimension as in the experiment was modeled using 
Gambit - a preprocessor of FLUENT. Around 150,000 tetrahedral meshes were generated 
for each shaft. The detailed command and procedure are given in the journal file of the 
Gambit in Appendix C. It mainly includes 3 steps: Modeling the geometry, Mesh 
generation, and Boundary definition.  
Grooves were modeled by sweeping a narrow face (top section of a groove) along 
the z- direction for length L with a twist angle θ . The value of θ  can be obtained by the 
relation 360a
C
θ =  as shown in Fig. 3-3. The geometrical modeling is completed by 
uniting the extruded groove part with the existing thin cylinder.  




The mesh generation was started by splitting the geometry into two parts in the 
axial direction. The number of intervals for each edge in the radial direction of the 
cylinder was chosen to be 3. All other meshed edges and faces have the number of 
intervals according to the default by Gambit. Because of the extremely smaller scale of 
radial clearance compared to other dimensions and the aspect ratio limitation in FLUENT, 
the total number of layers from the inner surface of the groove to the outer cylinder wall is 
six. Mesh scheme of hex/wedge element and cooper type was chosen to mesh each of the 
split geometries. 
After the mesh was generated, the boundary conditions were defined with 
FLUENT 6 as the solver. The upper faces of the lubricant field were defined as pressure-
inlet while the bottom faces as pressure-outlet. The outer cylinder surfaces were defined as 
wall, all the other surfaces (groove surfaces and inner cylinder) were defined as wall by 
default.  
 
3.2.2.3 Solver and Boundary Condition 
FLUENT simulates the flow by solving the Navier-Stokes equations in the flow 
field. The solver method defined in the simulation is segregated, three-dimensional, steady 
and  implicit model. After sensitivity tests, the default discretization method was kept as: 
standard for pressure equation, SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked 
Equations) for pressure-velocity coupling, and first order upwind for momentum equation. 
Default under-relaxing factors were kept as: 0.3 for pressure; 0.7 for momentum and 1 for 
density and body force. 




The flow was assumed to be laminar which is true for lubrication, and to simplify 
the calculation, the energy equation was not enabled. 
The pressure at inlet was set as a gauge pressure of 1670 Pa which is equivalent to 
pressure of 20cm height of oil in the reservoir. The pressure at outlet was set to 0 (gauge) 
as it was open to atmosphere. The flatwall of the lubricant was set to be the moving wall 
rotated at 2100 rpm with the axis (0, 0, -1). The inner grooved walls were set to be static 
wall to make the flow field steady. The situation is different in the present experiment in 
which grooved shaft was rotated but the flatwall was stationary. However, according to 
Hamrock and Fleming (1971), it has no much difference whether the flat wall rotates or 
grooved wall rotates. 
The lubricant dynamic viscosity was set to 0.029682 kg/m·s at temperature of 
40°C according to the experimental results at N =2100 rpm, and the lubricant density was 
873 kg/m3. 
 The residuals were monitored and convergence was reached after about 100 
iterations, as shown in Fig. 3-4, and more about convergence will be discussed in Section 
3.2.2.7.  
 
3.2.2.4 Post Processing 
From the display – contour menu in FLUENT 6, the pressure contour of each of 
the boundaries can be displayed. Since it is too complicated to analyze and to compare all 
the data, a pressure profile was obtained in the axial direction by averaging six 
consecutive pressures along the circumferential direction at a 5° interval. Eleven points 
were defined along the axial direction in each section with 10mm interval as the 




arrangement for the pressure tappings in the experiment. Leakage rates at the outlet 
boundary were also recorded for all the shafts as well. 
 
3.2.2.5 Analytical Solution  
To verify the accuracy of the FLUENT simulation, analytical solution of a plain 
shaft without groove was presented and compared with the numerical simulation. It shows 
a close agreement between the results. 
Considering governing equations which are (x-circumferential direction, y-radial 
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.       (3.2)  
For a lubrication film, some simplifications are usually used: 
1)  Constant density ( const=ρ ) and negligible inertial term 
Dt
Duρ  and body force term 
BXV










u ,               (3.3) 
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p µ .            (3.6) 

















p µ ,            (3.7) 




with boundary conditions  : 
at 11:0 wwanduuy === , 
and 
at 22: wwanduuhy === . 
The general form of full Reynolds Equation can be obtained as: 

























































    (3.8) 
3)  Considering that usually the boundary conditions  are 
at 0,0,: 11111 ==== wvuuyy  



































ρ ,   
where 21 uuU += .            (3.9) 
By assuming constant density and constant dynamic viscosity ( const=µ and const=ρ ), 




















∂  .        (3.10) 
This is the Reynolds Equation as usually quoted. 
4)  In this work, for concentric short bearing operation, 0=∂
∂
x












∂ .               (3.11) 






dxdhUp ++= µ .          (3.12) 
For the concentric rotation, 0/ =dxdh , and therefore the solution  becomes: 
21 CzCp += , 




And also for the concentric rotation, the bearing can be assumed as full-lubricated and the 
cavitation boundary condition can be neglected. Thus the boundary conditions can be 
simply given as:  
at 0:0 ppz == ,   and   at  LppLz == : . 
Hence, the solution is 0
0 pz
L
ppp L +−= . 















For a plain journal bearing in the experiment 
Pa16700 =− ppL ; Pa00 =p ; m10120 3−×=L ; m105.46 3−×=D ;  
m10250 6−×=h ; 3kg/m873=ρ . 
The solutions are: )Pa(14000zp =  and kg/s1095.0 4−×−=zq , which agree with the 
FLUENT simulation results shown in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6. 
 
3.2.2.6 Mesh Sensitivity Test 
To determine the appropriate mesh number for accurate solutions in the present 
study, numerical test was performed on the shaft of S:L - S:L pattern ( with groove length 
ratios of 3:7 - 3:7) using 165000 meshes, 260000 meshes and 590000 meshes and the 
results were compared as presented in Fig. 3-7. The results of the three tests show 
negligible difference in pressure profile. Therefore the result can be considered as grid 
independent and to decrease the CPU time cost, and 165000 meshes were then adopted for 
the present study. 





3.2.2.7 Convergence Test 
The residuals are shown in Fig. 3-8. They usually stay at 10 2−  after about 100 
iterations as stabilize for further more iterations. At the same time, the change of pressure 
and leakage rate results is not appreciable after 100, 300 and 600 iterations. The leakage 
rates are 1.65 310−×  kg/s, 1.63 310−×  kg/s and 1.74 310−×  kg/s respectively for the three 
tests (Fig.3-9). The peak values of pressures for the three tests are all round 11000 Pa at 
20mm from top of the sleeve and around 9500 Pa at 90mm from the top of the sleeve (Fig. 
3-4). After investigating the results as the number of iteration increases, it shows that the 
result converges after 100 iterations and this criterion is used to all the simulated cases. 
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Chapter 4 
 Results and Discussion 
 
4.1 Experimental Results 
The experiments were conducted at shaft speeds of 200, 450, 800, 1180, 1470 and 
2110 rpm. The nominal eccentricity of the shaft was zero for all the speeds. The effect of 
misalignment was estimated to cause an eccentricity of not higher than 0.1 
 
4.1.1 Effect of Different Groove Patterns 
For the shafts with the same radial clearance ( µm250=d ) and the same groove 
depth ( µm300=h ), groove length ratios were varied to investigate the effect of different 
patterns of the groove. Basically, there are three patterns tested in this experiment: S:L - 
L:S pattern (with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 7:3);  L:S-S:L pattern (with groove length 
ratios of  7:3 - 3:7); and S:L - S:L pattern (with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5). 
The results are compared with those of other patterns: symmetrical pattern (with groove 
length ratios of 5:5 -5:5); and S:L - S:L pattern (with groove length ratio of 4:6-4:6 and 
3:7-3:7) tested in the previous experiment .  
 
4.1.1.1 Leakage Rate 
The variations of dimensionless leakage rate Q* ( 32/60 NdQ π= ) with Reynolds 
number Re ( vNDd 60/π= ) are shown in Fig. 4-1 for different herringbone groove 
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patterns for journal bearings with different groove pattern on the condition that they have 
same radial clearance 250µm and uniform groove depth 300µm , where Q is the leakage 
rate in /scm3 , N the rotational shaft speed in rpm, D the shaft diameter and v the kinetic 
viscosity of lubricant. The calculated Reynolds number was between 3.575  (at rotational 
speed of   201 rpm) and 37.53 (at rotational speed of 2110 rpm). The dimensionless 
leakage rate was between 0.75 (for S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 4:6 - 4:6 
operated at  2100 rpm) and  1770.77  (for S:L - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 
3:7 - 7:3 operated at 202 rpm). S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of  3:7 - 3:7 
should have the least leakage if operated at 2100 rpm, however, it was operated only at 
rpm,203  1185 rpm and 1469 rpm.  Among the several patterns, the journal bearing with 
the S:L - L:S pattern having groove length ratios of 3:7 - 7:3 has the highest leakage rate, 
followed by the L:S - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 and the 
symmetrical pattern (with groove length ratios of 5:5 - 5:5). For the L:S - S:L pattern, the 
lubricant was pumped from the ends towards the center, while for S:L - L:S pattern, the 
lubricant was pumped from the center to the end, thus the latter has a bigger leakage than 
the previous one. Although the configuration of L:S - S:L pattern suggests that there will 
be a zero resultant force at that shaft relief, however, due to the gravity force, a 
downward resultant force will result and leakage my not be completely eliminated. 
The S:L - S:L patterns have the lowest leakage rate which decreases with 
decreasing groove length ratio g, that is, the shaft with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 3:7 
has the smallest leakage rate, followed by that with groove length ratios of 4:6 - 4:6 and 
then by that with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5. This is because the lower set of 
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grooves of the S:L - S:L patterns are longer than the upper ones resulting in an upward 
resultant flow, which increases with increasing length of the lower set of grooves.  
Clearly, the results show that the asymmetrical herringbone grooved journal 
bearing was effective in deciding the pumping direction of the lubricant. By fine-tuning 
the groove length ratio and the asymmetrical direction, the lubricant flow inside the 
bearing can be reorganized freely. Most useful, the upward asymmetrical design can 
produce a zero-leakage bearing if the length ratio was fine-tuned. 
 
4.1.1.2 Pressure Profiles 
             Figure 4-2 shows the pressure profiles along the shaft with symmetrical 
herringbone groove pattern (with groove length ratios of 5:5 - 5:5). The pressure profiles 
are almost symmetrical and the gauge pressure increases with increasing shaft speed. 
Since the grooves are symmetrical, there appeared to be a net resultant flow at the centers 
of each of the groove set due to the pumping effect where pressure tends to build up. 
 The pressure profiles along the shafts with S:L - S:L patterns are all 
asymmetrically saddle-shaped as shown in Figs. 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5 for groove length ratios 
of 3:7 - 3:7, 4:6 - 4:6 and 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5 respectively. The larger the value of g (groove 
length ratio for a set of grooves, as shown in Fig.1-6), the more symmetrical the pressure 
profiles are, and the larger their peaks. This showed the effectiveness of the longer 
groove in pumping the lubricant upwards. 
From the pumping sealing point of view, S:L - S:L groove patterns can produce 
almost zero leakage bearings. However, this pattern generates asymmetrical pressure 
profile which can cause misalignment of the shaft that is undesirable and detrimental to 
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the performance of the bearing. When the axes of the shaft and the bearing are skewed, 
there is a serious reduction in bearing performance. A deviation of only 0.002 in. in 12 in. 
can cut the ultimate load-carrying capacity by 30%-40% (Pigott, 1941). Misalignment 
may also cause end loading and wiping. Thus, from stiffness and instability points of 
view, symmetrical (about the oil relief groove) patterns, such as the S:L - L:S and L:S - 
S:L patterns, are preferred.  
Figure 4-6 shows the pressure profiles of the L:S - S:L pattern with groove length 
ratios of 7:3 - 3:7. The profile is almost symmetrical saddle-shaped with two peaks of 
high pressures recorded as 142.32 cm of lubricant at 43 mm from the top of the sleeve 
and 139.34 cm of lubricant at 86 mm from the top of the sleeve when the shaft was 
rotated at 2105 rpm. The pressure profiles are more symmetrical than those of the S:L - 
S:L patterns and also the peaks of the profiles are much higher. This is expected because 
the grooves were designed as such to cause the lubricant to be pumped towards the shaft 
relief.  
Figure 4-7 shows the pressure profiles of the S:L - L:S pattern with groove length 
ratios of 3:7 - 7:3. Two peaks of high pressures were recorded as 61.06 cm of lubricant at 
26mm from the top of the sleeve and 53.32 cm of lubricant at 104 mm from the top of the 
sleeve when the shaft was rotated at 2110 rpm. The pressure profiles are not as 
symmetrical as those in Fig. 4-6 and the peaks are also lower. The negative pressure in 
the oil relief groove in the middle of the shaft as a result of stronger pumping action 
caused by the two sets of long grooves beside the oil relief groove cannot be recorded by 
the present pressure measurement equipment. As a result of the negative pressure, 
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lubricant starvation and air entrainment from the pressure taps in the middle of shaft 
occurs when the shaft speed reached 803 rpm, as revealed by visualization.  
However, for S:L - S:L pattern (with groove length ratios of  4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5) 
shaft, the result is promising both on the pumping sealing effect and the performance of 
the stability and stiffness. Since the length ratio is nearly symmetrical, the pressure 
profile was almost symmetrical about the center of the bearing. Figure 4-5 shows that two 
peaks of gauge pressures of 99.04 cm and 73.08 cm of lubricant occur at 21mm and 86 
mm respectively from the top of the sleeve were recorded when the shaft was rotated at 
2110 rpm. Although a negative gauge pressure of -32.86 cm of lubricant was recorded at 
that shaft relief for a rotational speed of 2110 rpm, there were no occurrences of oil 
starved regions for all rotational speeds. This suggests that fine-tuning the length ratio of 
S:L - S:L pattern is the way to find a herringbone grooved journal bearing which can gain 
perfect performance with both minimized leakage and high stability. 
 
4.1.1.3 Lubricant Temperature Variations 
The lubricant temperature variations with shaft speed for the six shafts discussed 
above were plotted in Figs. 4-8 to 4-13. The lubricant temperature increased almost 
linearly with increasing rotational speed for all the six bearings. The highest temperature 
increment in all the shafts occurred at the highest speed of 2110 rpm as expected. The 
temperature rise recorded at the three locations on the bearings ranges from 0˚C-13˚C. 
The highest temperature rise recorded was for symmetrical shaft with groove length 
ratios of 5:5 - 5:5 journal bearing, which gives a rise of 13˚C. The least temperature rise 
are gained by the S:L - S:L with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 3:7 and S:L - L:S pattern 
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with groove length ratios of  3:7 - 7:3 with a record of 5.3˚C and 6.4˚C respectively. 
However, this maybe because of the serious starvation happened in the two shafts.  For 
the full lubricated L:S - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 and nearly full 
lubricated S:L - S:L with groove length ratios of  4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5 and S:L - S:L pattern 
with groove length ratios of 4:6 - 4:6 shafts, the temperature rise is 7.9˚C, 8.8˚C and 
10.5˚C respectively. It is interesting to find that as the generated pressure decrease from 
L:S - S:L with groove length ratios of  7:3 - 3:7, S:L - S:L pattern with groove length 
ratios of  4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5 , S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 4:6 - 4:6 to 




Visualizations of the lubricant in the journal bearing using an S:L - S:L 
herringbone groove pattern are shown in Fig. 4-14 to 4-25. It was observed that lubricant 
starvation occurred in the bottom half due to the upward resultant flow. The smaller the 
ratio g, the bigger the starvation area. For one shaft, the starvation area also increases 
with the rotational speed. For S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 3:7 
rotated at rpm1469 (Fig. 4-17), most of the shaft was filled with air sucked in from the 
bottom. This lubricant starvation cause serious unbalanced pressure distribution which 
decrease the shaft stiffness greatly and make the shaft unstable. Thus, although S:L - S:L 
pattern minimize the leakage effectively, the starvation generated by excessive pumping 
effect was not adoptable. However, as the value of g was increased, the starvation area 
was decreased obviously, as shown for the case of S:L - S:L pattern with groove length 
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ratios of 4:6 - 4:6 at rotational speed of 2110 rpm. For the case of S:L - S:L pattern with 
groove length ratios of 4.5: 5.5 - 4.5:5.5, the shaft was nearly fully lubricated which is 
visualized at 2110 rpm in Fig. 4-25. Considering that this shaft gives comparably less 
leakage and symmetrical pressure profile, its performance can be considered the best 
from the point of the view of pumping sealing, the stability and stiffness. 
Figures 4-26 to 4-31 show the visualization of herringbone grooved journal 
bearing of L:S - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7, for all the 6 speeds 
tested, the bearing was fully lubricated. At high speed of 2110 rpm, slight starvation may 
have occurred on both of the ends, but not shown in Fig. 4-31. 
Figures 4-32 to 4-37 show the visualizations of herringbone grooved journal 
bearing of S:L - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 7:3 at speeds of 202 rpm 
and 450 rpm, the shaft was still fully lubricated, but at speed of 802 rpm and above, 
starvation occurred in the middle of the shaft and oil was sucked into the pressure 
tappings. This phenomenon is reasonable because lubricant in the middle area diverge 
due to the strong pumping effect of the longer grooves near the relief groove. But be 
noticed that this may influence the accuracy of the temperature and pressure data 
measured. Without the opening pressure tappings, the starvation may not be happened or 
at least not so strong because the air cannot be sucked into freely through the holes 
connected to pressure tappings.  
 
4.1.2 Effect of Lubricant Viscosity 
To investigate the effect of lubricant viscosity, Hydrelf DS 68 with a density of 
886 kg/m 3  at 15˚C and kinematic viscosity of /sm1072 26−× at 40˚C was tested on the 
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journal bearing with groove pattern S:L - S:L with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 
4.5:5.5. The results are then compared with those obtained with Hydrelf DS 32 on the 
same journal bearing. 
 
4.1.2.1 Leakage rate 
Figure 4-38 shows that the variations of leakage rate (kg/s) with rotational speed 
(rpm) for the journal bearing with S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 
4.5:5.5  using Hydrelf DS 32 and Hydrelf DS 68 lubricants. For Hydrelf DS 32, it was 
found that the least leakage was 8.506×10-6 kg/s and occurred at 1184 rpm instead of at 
the highest speed 2100 rpm. The leakage rate of Hydrelf DS 68 is almost the same as that 
of Hydrelf DS 32 after rotational speed higher than 802 rpm. At low speed such as 202 
rpm and 450 rpm, the leakage rates for Hydrelf DS 68 are less than those for Hydrelf DS 
32 (4.275 510−× kg/s and 2.89 510−× kg/s at the respective speeds for Hydrelf DS 68 and 
0.5475 510−× kg/s and 1.07 510−× kg/s for Hydrelf DS 32 at 202 rpm and 450 rpm). This 
shows that higher lubricant viscosity minimize leakage at low speeds. 
 
4.1.2.2 Pressure Profiles 
Figure 4-39 shows the pressure file of the S:L - S:L pattern with groove length 
ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5 with Hydrelf DS 68 lubricant. Two peaks of pressure were 
observed: 97.15 cm and 74.65 cm of oil at 21 mm and 86 mm respectively from the top 
of the sleeve. Compared with the pressure peaks of 99.04 cm and 73.08 cm of oil at 
21mm and 86 mm respectively from the top of the sleeve, obtained using Hydrelf DS 32 
lubricant, the pressure profiles are similar. A negative pressure of -36.8cm of oil at 60mm 
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from the top of the sleeve was also recorded. This is similar to the negative pressure of -
32.86 cm of oil recorded at the same distance from the top of the sleeve using Hydrelf DS 
32 lubricant. Though negative pressures were recorded, there was no occurrence of oil-
starved region for all rotational speeds using Hydrelf DS 68 lubricating oil.  
 
4.1.2.3 Temperature profiles 
Figure 4-40 shows the temperature variations for the journal bearing with S:L-S:L 
pattern and groove length ratios of  4.5:5.5-4.5:5.5 using Hydrelf DS 68 lubricant. A 
maximum temperature rise of 14.3˚C was recorded at rotational speed of 2010 rpm. 
Compared with the maximum temperature rise of 8.75˚C using Hydrelf DS 32, the 
temperature rise with Hydrelf DS 68 was higher. Hence, using more viscous lubricating 
oil, the operating temperature increases, as expected.  
Since higher temperature causes higher viscosity as described by Walther’s 
equation (equation 2.2), the temperature rise will cause the viscosity rise. However, as it 
is shown in section 4.1.1.2 in the present study, the viscosity rise from Hydrelf 32 to 
Hydrelf 68 didn’t yield very different pressure profile which means the 14.3˚C of 
maximum temperature rise in this experiment will not bring important effect to the 
pressure profile.  
 
4.1.2.4 Visualizations 
Figures 4-41 and 4-42 show the Hydrelf DS 68 lubricant in the journal bearing 
with S:L - S:L pattern and groove length ratios of  4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5. It is similar to that of 
Hydrelf DS 32. However, a slightly starvation occurred on the bottom of the shaft. 
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4.1.3 Other Groove Patterns Tested 
To investigate the effect of the geometric change of the grooves, four journal 
bearings with radial clearance of 250µm  but different groove patterns and groove depth 
were tested. The bearings tested are with groove patterns of L:S - S:L with groove length 
ratios of  7:3 - 3:7 and 6:4 - 4:6 and L:S - L:S with groove length ratios of  7:3 - 7:3 and 
6:4 - 6:4. The shafts were machined such that the groove length ratios also denote the 
depth of the short and long grooves. For example, in L:S - S:L pattern with groove length 
ratios of  7:3 - 3:7, the groove depth in the longer groove is 700µm  while the shorter 
groove has a depth of 300µm . All shafts were tested to obtain the temperature variations 
and gauge pressure profiles at rotational speeds around 200, 450, 800, 1180, 1470 and 
2110 rpm. 
 
4.1.3.1 Leakage rate 
Figure 4-43 shows the variations of dimensionless leakage rate Q* 
( 32/60 NdQ π= ) with Reynolds number Re ( vNDd 60/π= ) for the four journal bearings 
with different herringbone groove patterns and non uniform groove depth. Clearly, the 
leakage for the two L:S - L:S patterns are much higher than the other two L:S - S:L 
patterns. The L:S - L:S pattern yields undesirable performance in terms of leakage 
because of the downward resultant flow generated by the groove pattern. The L:S - L:S 
pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 7:3 gain obviously higher leakage rate than the 
L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 6:4 - 6:4. But the difference between 
leakage rate of the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 with non-
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uniform groove depth and the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 6:4 - 4:6  
with non-uniform groove depth is small. 
Moreover, a comparison between the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios 
of 7:3 - 3:7 with non-uniform groove depth and the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length 
ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 with uniform groove depth yields similar leakage rate in Fig. 4-44. the 
L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 with non-uniform groove depth 
showed a leakage rate ranging from10.249 510−× kg/s to 19.7675 510−× kg/s, and 
dimensionless leakage rate of 54.876 to 355.195. The L:S - L:S pattern with groove 
length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7with uniform groove depth gives leakage rate of 9.9 510−× kg/s to 
22.6 510−× kg/s and dimensionless leakage rate of 51.689 to 344.442. Hence, from these 
results, the depth of groove on a journal bearing did not have a significant impact on the 
performance in terms of leakage. However, it is found that the L:S - L:S pattern with 
groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 with non-uniform groove depth shaft generates a slightly 
less leakage rate which may verify that the groove depth effects the pumping effect.  
 
4.1.3.2 Pressure Profiles 
Figures 4-45 and 4-46 show the pressure profiles for the L:S - L:S pattern with 
groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 and non-uniform groove depth, and the L:S - L:S pattern  
with groove length ratios of 6:4 - 4:6 and non-uniform groove depth. The previous 
groove pattern gives a higher maximum pressure with two peaks of 124.5 cm and 120.6 
cm of lubricant at 43mm and 86mm from the top of the sleeve respectively at 1461 rpm, 
and the latter pattern gives a pressure with two lower peaks of 87.5 cm and 86.6cm of 
lubricant at 26mm and 86mm respectively. This indicate that the L:S - L:S pattern with 
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groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 and non-uniform groove depth has a stronger center-
toward pumping effect. As previously discussed in Section 4.1.1, the groove pattern with 
ratio 7:3 - 3:7 has a stronger pumping effect than 6:4 - 4:6 ratio, as expected due to larger 
length ratio g or the change in depth.  
To investigate the effect of groove depth, comparison was made between the L:S -
L:S pattern with groove length ratios of  7:3 - 3:7 uniform groove depth and the L:S - 
L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 non-uniform groove depth but the 
same of geometrical parameters. It was observed that two peaks of 126.32 cm and 
124.94 cm of lubricant at 43 mm and 86 mm respectively from the top of the sleeve for 
the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 and uniform groove depth 
and two peaks of 124.5 cm and 120.6 cm of lubricant at 43 mm and 86 mm from the top 
of the sleeve for the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 and 
nonuniform groove depth at 1461 rpm. The results show that the pressures are nearly the 
same. Hence, it can be concluded that effect of the groove depth is very slight.  
 It is observed that two peaks of the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of  
7:3 - 7:3 and nonuniform groove depth  are lower than those of the L:S - L:S pattern with 
groove length ratios of  6:4 - 6:4 (as shown in Fig. 4-47 and 4-48). For example at speed 
of 1470 rpm, the former pattern has two peaks of 14.9 cm and 70.2 cm of lubricant at 43 
mm and 104 mm respectively from the top of the sleeve, while the latter pattern has two 
peaks of 52.7 cm and 79.1 cm at 26 mm and 86 mm respectively from the top of the 
sleeve.  
 
4.1.3.3 Temperature profiles 
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The temperature variations for the four journal bearings with non-uniform groove 
depths are shown in Figs. 4-49 to 4-52. The highest temperature rise recorded was 9.3˚C 
for the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of  7:3 - 3:7  and non-uniform groove 
depth which was slightly higher than 7.9˚C for the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length 
ratios of  7:3 - 3:7  and uniform groove depth. 
 
4.1.3.4 Visualizations 
Figures 4-53 to 4-57 show the visualization of the L:S - L:S pattern with groove 
length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 and non-uniform groove depth.  It is nearly full lubricated, and 
the same for the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of  6:4 - 4:6 (Fig. 4-58 and 4-
59) with non-uniform groove depth. 
However, for L:S - L:S pattern, as shown in Figs. 4-60 to 4-69, starvation 
occurred at 803 rpm and above. Since the resultant downward flow was generated, the 
leakage was increased and the reservoir cannot provide sufficient lubricant in high 
rotation speed. Thus starvation occurred in the top end of the shaft and it may affect the 
pressure distribution. 
 
4.2 Numerical Results 
4.2.1 Effect of Patterns 
Figures 4-70 to 4-74 show the pressure distributions obtained from FLUENT, 
ARMD and the experiment results for the five patterns considered: the L:S - L:S pattern 
with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 3:7 and 4:6 - 4:6, symmetrical pattern with groove 
length ratios of 5:5 - 5:5, S:L - L:S with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 7:3 and the L:S - 
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L:S pattern with groove length ratios of  7:3 - 3:7. Both the ARMD and FLUENT results 
have basically the same shape pressure profiles as were obtained from the experiment.  
For the shaft of S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 3:7 and 4:6 -
4:6, the numerical simulation also shows an asymmetrical saddle-shaped pressure 
profile with two peaks as for the experimental results. The upper half gets a higher peak 
than the lower half due to the upward pumping effect. The predictions by FLUENT 
show that the pressure profile for symmetrical pattern with groove length ratios of 5:5 - 
5:5 are more symmetrical than the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 4:6 - 
4:6  while the L:S - L:S pattern with groove length ratios of 4:6 - 4:6 are more 
symmetrical than the one with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 3:7 which agree with the 
experimental results. The numerical results obtained using ARMD also agree to those. 
This indicates the upward pumping decreases as g (for each of the bearing) increases. 
However, the difference between the two peaks is not as strong as in the experimental 
results. 
Figure 4-73 shows the pressure distributions for the shaft L:S - L:S pattern with 
groove length ratios of  7:3 - 3:7. Like the experimental results, numerical predictions 
show much higher pressure along the shaft which is due to the strong center-ward 
pumping effect of the groove pattern.  
Figure 4-74 shows the pressure distributions for the shaft S:L - L:S pattern with 
groove length ratios of 3:7 - 7:3. Due to the test rig limitation, the pressure reading at the 
position 60 mm from top of the sleeve was not available because of the air sucked into 
the sleeve. However, the numerical simulation overcomes this drawback. From the 
FLUENT results, negative pressure as low as -9325.61 Pa was obtained at the position 
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60mm from top of the sleeve. This verified the negative value assumed in the middle. 
The pressure in the middle is supposed to be negative because of the outward resultant 
flow in the journal bearing caused by the herringbone groove. Since large negative 
pressure does not physically exist, the negative pressure here actually imply the 
cavitation will occur in the middle of the shaft. 
Figure 4-75 shows the pressure distribution for a plain shaft. In the numerical 
study, the shaft and sleeve are concentric. However, it is not possible to achieve 
concentric condition for the present test rig. Thus, the FLUENT numerical results show 
an linear pressure profile whereas the experimental results show an irregular profile.  
Figure 4-76 compared the leakage rate results obtained from FLUENT simulation 
and experiment. It is interesting to find that in FLUENT simulation, the shafts with S:L - 
S:L pattern has  the negative leakage rate at –1.74 310−×  kg/s and –0.74 310−×  kg/s for the 
ones with groove length ratios of  3:7 - 3:7 and 4:6 - 4:6 rotating at 2100rpm. This 
indicates a strong upward pumping effect of this pattern again. The result is reasonable 
considering in the experiment a large amount of air was sucked into the shaft from the 
bottom as shown in visualization for shaft S:L - S:L with groove length ratios of 3:7 - 3:7 
in Fig. 4-16. 
Figures 4-77 to 4-81 show the pressure contours obtained by FLUENT. Three-
dimensional pressure distribution was easily recognized from the color in the region. The 
red color indicates higher pressure while the blue color indicates lower pressure. It is 
clearer to observe the pressure distribution in the lubricant field. 
However, FLUENT always predicted higher pressures than the experimental 
results. The probable reason might be that the pressure tube used in the experiment 
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decreased the pressure in the lubrication film since the pressure tubes are open to the 
air.The ARMD results do not show negative pressures even for the shaft S:L - L:S pattern 
with groove length ratios of  3:7 - 7:3 which may be due to the special iteration algorithm 
it uses. After comparison with the experiment results, it can be concluded that the 
FLUENT simulation results are more similar to the experimental results and more useful 
to investigate the change of the geometrical parameters. Further study will be continued 
using FLUENT. 
 
4.2.2 Effect of Radial Clearance 
To investigate the effect of radial clearance, the shafts with the same geometrical 
dimensions except the radial clearance, were simulated using FLUENT. Figure 4-82 
shows the axial(z) pressure distributions of shaft symmetrical herringbone groove 
patterns but with different radial clearances of 250µm , 350µm  and 400µm at 2100 rpm. 
As expected, the shaft with the least radial clearances of 250µm  has the highest pressure 
peaks of 12179.6 Pa and 11362.3 Pa at 90mm at 30 mm and 90mm respectively from the 
top of the sleeve which are much higher than the shaft with radial clearance of 350µm  
with peak values of 5062.5 Pa and 4264.7 Pa at 30mm and 90mm from the top of the 
sleeve respectively. While the shaft with the largest radial clearance of 400µm  possesses 
the least pressure with peak values of 3826.6 Pa at 30mm and 2994.8 Pa at 90mm 
respectively from the top of the sleeve. This indicates that the pressure is strongly 
affected by the radial clearance; the bigger the radial clearance, the lower the pressure 
generated. Figure 4-83 shows the leakage of symmetrical shaft (with groove length ratios 
of 5:5-5:5) with different radial clearance(of 250µm , 350µm , 400µm ) at 2100rpm. The 
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leakage rates were found to be 2 410−×  kg/s, 4.9 410−×  kg/s and 7.3 410−×  kg/s for the 
shafts with radial clearance of 250µm, 350 µm and 400 µm respectively. Hence, the 
leakage rate increases with the increasing radial clearance rates, as expected.  
 
4.2.3 Effect of Groove Angle  
Figures 4-84 and 4-85 show the pressure distribution and leakage rate of 
symmetrical shaft (with groove length ratios of 5:5 - 5:5) with different groove angle β  
of 20˚, 28.62˚ and 40˚ at rotational speed of 2100 rpm. The leakage rate and the pressure 
profiles do not change much as the groove angle does. It is shaft with 28.62˚ that has 
bigger pressure difference between the two peak regions and the middle region, that is, it 
has the comparatively higher peak values. Figures 4-86 and 4-87 show the pressure 
contours for the shafts with 20˚ and 40˚ groove angles.  
 
4.2.4 Effect of Groove Depth 
Unlike the experimental results, the FLUENT numerical simulation results for 
shaft with groove length ratios 7:3 - 3:7 with uniform groove depth and nonuniform 
groove depth show a clearer difference in pressure distribution, as shown in Fig. 4-88. 
The shaft with uniform groove depth has pressure peaks of 16588.4 Pa and 16050.1 Pa at 
40 mm and 80 mm from the top of the sleeve respectively, while that with nonuniform 
groove depth has the peaks of 15873.0 Pa and 15230.9 Pa at 40mm and 80mm from the 
top of the sleeve respectively. However, the shaft with nonuniform groove depth has a 
higher pressure in the middle at 60mm from the top of sleeve. This suggests that the 
deeper groove depth in the long part of the shaft with nonuniform groove also play a role 
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in the pumping effect. The higher pressure in the middle was due to this. However, this 
little effect does not really affect the leakage rate and the small difference in the leakage 
rate can be seen in Figure 4-89. 
 
4.2.5 Fully Grooved Shafts 
Fully grooved shaft was investigated using FLUENT. Unlike the discontinued 
grooves pattern on the shaft, the two sets of grooves are connected on this shaft. This 
fully grooved herringbone groove may be more stable (Cunningham et. al. 1969). A shaft 
with symmetrically groove pattern and the same geometrical dimensions with groove 
length ratios of 5:5 - 5:5 was simulated. The only difference is the grooves are connected 
together, but the length of the grooves is kept the same. The comparison of the FLUENT 
simulations between the symmetrical partly-grooved pattern and the symmetrical fully-
grooved pattern is shown in Figure. 4-90. It is observed that the fully grooved pattern has 
sharper peaks while the partly-grooved pattern has bigger load capacity. Figure 4-95 
shows the pressure contours obtained using FLUENT for symmetrical herringbone fully-
grooved shaft at 2100 rpm. The high pressure region is narrower than the pressure 
contour for symmetrical herringbone partly-grooved shaft with radial clearance of 
µm250 at 2100 rpm, as shown in Figure. 4-79. 
The angle of the groove has been varied to study the effect of groove angle for 
this fully-grooved pattern. It is interesting to note that the one with 28.62° has higher 
pressure along the shaft than the shafts with 20° and 40°, which agree well with the 
theory that the 28.62° is the optimum angle (Hamrock, 1971). 
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Figures 4-93 and 4-94 show the predictions for the shaft which can be 
experimentally tested in the future, which has a radial clearance of µm125 and 
symmetrical connected groove patterns. Thus the groove lengths are increased to 23.25 
mm instead of 17.686 mm as in the previous cases. Due to the thinner radial clearance, 
the maximum pressure is increased to 66721 Pa at 30 mm from top of the sleeve, while 
for that with radial clearance of µm250 , the value is 11874.0 Pa at the same position. It is 
also found that the pressure increases and the leakage rate decreases with increasing 
rotational speed.  
 
4.2.6 Reversible Groove Pattern 
Another type of groove pattern (Fig.1-7b) capable of being rotated in both 
directions (Nobuyoshi, 1989) was also investigated using FLUENT. Figures 4-96 and 4-
99 show the pressure distributions and leakage rates obtained for this shaft. It is observed 
that if the shaft was rotated in the anti-clockwise direction, one positive peak will be 
generated on the upper half while a negative peak will occur on the other half, if rotated 
in the clockwise direction, the positions of the positive and negative peak will be 
exchanged. Figures 4-98 and 4-99 show the pressure contours obtained using FLUENT at 
rotational speed of 2100 rpm. 
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Chapter 5 
 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
5.1 Conclusions 
5.1.1  Experimental Results 
From the experimental results obtained, for the journal bearings with the same 
radial clearance of 250 µm and the same groove depth of 300 µm , the following 
conclusions can be drawn:  
1) The S:L-S:L patterns have the most effective pumping sealing. As expected, 
the least leakage was obtained for the pattern with the lowest groove length ratio g (for a 
set of grooves) = 3:7 while the highest leakage was obtained for the pattern with g = 
4.5:5.5. However, the pressure profiles generated by such asymmetrical patterns are also 
asymmetrical which may result in lower bearing stiffness and increased shaft instability.  
The asymmetry in the pressure profiles decreases with increasing g value (as shown by 
Figs. 4-2 to 4-4).  In this case, the pattern with 5.5:5.4=g  has the most favorable 
pressure profiles or highest stiffness among the S:L - S:L patterns considered.  
2) The symmetrical (about the oil relief groove) S:L - L:S pattern with groove 
length ratios of 3:7 - 7:3, produced lubricant starvation in the middle of the shaft as a 
result of stronger pumping action caused by the two sets of long grooves adjacent to the 
oil relief groove. While the pressure profiles generated are reasonably symmetrical (as 
shown in Fig. 4-6), the lubricant starvation is undesirable since it will decrease the load 
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capacity of the bearing and hence its stiffness. It may also cause motion instability if 
bubbles were generated by the negative pressure in the starvation region. 
3) The symmetrical pattern (with groove length ratios of 5:5 - 5:5) has very 
symmetrical pressure profiles as shown in Fig. 4-1, but the L:S-S:L pattern with groove 
length ratios of 7:3 - 3:7 has preferable pressure profiles (Fig. 4-5) since the pressure 
peaks and the pressures in the middle of the shaft are higher, and hence will increase the 
bearing stiffness. Comparison between their leakage rates show that the L:S - S:L pattern 
has slightly higher leakage rates than the symmetrical pattern. 
This present work shows that the performance of the journal bearing in terms of 
pumping sealing and stiffness are very much affected by the herringbone groove pattern.  
From the pumping sealing point of view, S:L - S:L groove patterns can produce almost 
zero leakage bearings. However, from stiffness and stability points of view, symmetrical 
(about the oil relief groove) patterns, such as the S:L - L:S and L:S - S:L patterns, are 
preferred. The S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5 show a 
promising performance both on the pumping sealing and stability. It is interesting to find 
that as the generated pressure decreases from the nearly fully lubricated L:S - S:L pattern 
with groove length ratios of  7:3 - 3:7, the S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 
4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5, the S:L - S:L pattern with groove length ratios of 4:6 - 4:6 to 
symmetrical pattern with groove length ratios of 5:5 - 5:5 journal bearing, the 
temperature increase is higher. 
To study of the effect of lubricant viscosity on the performance of the vertical 
herringbone grooved journal bearing, tests were carried out on the journal bearing with 
S:L - S:L groove pattern and with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5. The results 
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show that with a more viscous lubricant (Hydrelf DS 68), the pressure profile is nearly 
the same but the leakage is minimized at the low speeds. However, operating 
temperatures were comparatively higher than using Hydrelf DS 32. The temperature 
increase after 5 minutes running at 2100 rpm was 7.3°C-8.8°C using Hydrelf DS 32, 
while using Hydrelf DS 68, the temperature increase was 12.6°C -14.3°C.  
To study the effect of groove depth on the performance of vertical herringbone 
grooved journal bearings, the shaft with L:S - S:L pattern and groove length ratios of  7:3 
- 3:7 with non-uniform groove depth was compared with that with the same geometrical 
dimensions but uniform groove depth. Temperature rise in the journal bearing with non-
uniform groove depth was slightly higher than that registered by the journal bearing with 
uniform groove depth. Moreover, the gauge pressure recorded was slightly higher in the 
journal bearing with uniform groove depth than that in the journal bearing with non-
uniform groove depth. That means that the groove depth is not as important as the groove 
length ratio. 
It is also observed that the L:S - L:S pattern has a strong downward pumping 
effect which increases the leakage rate and hence it is an undesirable design.  
The present work shows that the performance of herringbone grooved journal 
bearing in terms of pumping sealing and stiffness are very much affected by the 
herringbone groove pattern especially the groove length ratio. Hence, to obtain the 
desired pumping sealing and pressure profiles (which are directly related to bearing 
stiffness), the groove length ratios can be appropriately chosen or fine-tuned. 
The experiment has successfully shown the different performances of the shafts 
with different groove patterns and the objectives have been met. 
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5.1.2 Numerical Simulations 
Both FLUENT and ARMD numerical results show similar pressure profiles as 
those obtained experimental results especially the shape of the pressure profile. Positive 
pressure is developed in the converging section of the bearing and lower pressure or even 
negative pressure developed in the diverging section. Large negative pressure does not 
exist physically but it is obtained in the FLUENT simulation without cavitation 
boundary. It can be understood that the areas with large negative pressures are actually 
area with cavitation. Also, the FLUENT results predict higher pressure distributions than 
the experimental results since the pressure tapping release the pressure a little in the 
experiment. Nevertheless, the FLUENT results reflect the effect of all the parameter 
change better than those predicted by ARMD. Thus FLUENT results were used for 
comparisons with the experimental results, from which, the following conclusions can be 
made: 
To study the effect of groove pattern, the numerical results agree well with the 
experimental results. The results show that the S:L - S:L pattern has the upward resultant 
flow  and as the g (length ratio in one set of grooves) increase from 3:7 to 4:6, the 
pumping sealing effect decrease. Consequently, the leakage rate increases and the 
pressure profiles become more symmetrical. The FLUENT results even predicted 
negative leakage rates for the two S:L - S:L shafts which indicated upward flows. For L:S 
- S:L and S:L - L:S patterns, the numerical results show the center-toward resultant flow 
and end-toward resultant flow as shown respectively in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5. 
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On the effect of radial clearance, the numerical results agree with the 
experimental results. The simulation results show that the pressure decreases as the radial 
clearance increase (Fig. 4-15).  
The change of groove depth was numerically simulated too. Both the simulation 
and experimental results show that the effect caused by grooved depth change is minute. 
The change of the groove angle was also studied numerically. The simulation results 
agree with the conclusions made for example, by Hamrock and Fleming(1971) who 
suggested an optimum groove angle of around 30°. 
A fully-grooved pattern and a new type of reversible groove pattern were also 
numerically investigated. The fully-grooved pattern has sharper pressure peaks at the 
converging region of the shaft while the partly-grooved pattern shows a bigger load 
capacity. The reversible pattern shows its advantage that it can be rotated on either 
direction. 
However, the experimental results of the S:L - S:L pattern with groove length 
ratios of 4.5:5.5 - 4.5:5.5 using lubricant Hydrelf DS 32 and Hydrelf DS 68 did not show 
much difference on pressure distribution or leakage rate (Fig. 4-37), while the simulation 
results show an increase in pressure as the viscosity increases, as expected from 
lubrication theory. 
In conclusion, although the numerical study are based on some assumptions 
which may not be real in the experiments, the numerical results provide a close 
approximation to the experiment results and help to understand the performance of 
different groove patterns used in herringbone-grooved journal bearings. 
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5.2 Recommendations 
5.2.1 Further Experimental Work 
Some suggestions for future work are given in the followings: 
1. The shafts used in the model is not geometrically similar to the prototype used in 
HDD. Later research should keep the similarity. The analysis by Hamrock and 
Fleming (1971) may be outdated. More recent literature should be surveyed and 
new data should be used.  
2. The groove length ratios can be appropriately chosen or fine tuned, for example, 
groove patterns with length ratios of with groove length ratios of 4.7:5.3 - 4.7:5.3, 
etc. can be tested. 
3. Pressure transducers should be used in the experiment, since the present pressure 
measurement method is not accurate and not fast enough to record instant 
readings. Another important problem is the present pressure tappings may play a 
negative effect for some special groove patterns, for example, for the S:L - L:S 
pattern with groove length ratio of 3:7 - 7:3, air was sucked into the sleeve 
through the tapping holes and  seriously affect the flow field inside. 
4. The oil feeding system should be improved. For some of the shafts, the oil was 
well supplied, but for the shaft with L:S - L:S pattern, due to the downward 
resultant flow, the leakage was very significant and thus the oil supply may not be 
sufficiently fast to maintain the same operating condition. To solve this problem, 
a bigger reservoir connected to the oil container should be used and the oil level 
in the container should be kept at the same level for all the tests. 
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5. A better digital camera with higher resolution should be used to increase the 
sharpness of the visualization records taken. 
6. If possible, the test rig would better be equipped with the apparatus to measure the 
eccentricity of the shaft. Inductive pick-ups (Hirs, 1965) or capacitance probes 
(Malanoski, 1967; Cunningham, 1969) can be used to measure the shaft 
displacement. This will enable investigation on stability characteristics of the 
herringbone-grooved shafts to be carried out.  
 
5.2.2 Further Simulation Work  
ARMD is designed for journal bearing but the pressure profile obtained is not 
sensitive for different patterns. The reason might be its mesh scheme is not good for 
HGJB. Comparatively, FLUENT give more reasonable results.  
The present simulation work is only a simplified one which did not consider the 
energy equation and the cativation boundary. Future work may enable the energy 
equation in the FLUENT solver, and the multi-phase model which can simulate the 
cavitation should be used. Detailed parameters like load capacity, stiffness coefficient 
and bearing torque, etc. can also be analyzed. More tests by changing the ridge-width 
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Fig. 1-1 Components of the spindle motor assembly (picture from 
http://www.storagereview.com ) 
 
Fig. 1-2 Photograph of a modern SCSI hard disk, with major components annotated 
(Photograph of a modern SCSI hard disk, Original image © Western Digital 
Corporation, www.wdc.com) 
 




















Fig. 1-4   Diagrammatic view in elevation and axial section of conventional hard disk 
drive HDB cantilevered spindle motor assembly (from Yan, 1996 ) 
 




























Fig. 1-5 Hydrodynamic journal bearing operating parameters 
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Fig. 2-5 Comparison between the measurement value and the theory predicted value for 
































Hydrelf 32 Hydrelf 68
 
 
Fig. 2-6 Viscosity variations with temperature for Hydrelf DS 32 and Hydrelf DS 68 











Fig. 2-7 Non contact digital tachometer 













Fig. 2-9 Stroboscope 






Fig. 3-1 Grid pattern for ARMD simulation 























Fig. 3-2   Pressure distribution along circumferential direction given fixed axial position at 
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after 100 iteration after 300 iteration after 600 iteration
 
 


























Fig. 3-5 Leakage rate result comparison between analytical and FLUENT solution for 
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Fig. 3-6Pressure distribution comparison between the FLUENT result and analytical 




































Fig. 3-8 Residuals of continuity, u, v and w velocity components in FLUENT for shaft 
with asymmetrical 3:7-3:7 pattern after 600 iterations. 
 
 


















































Fig. 4-1 Variations of dimensionless leakage rate Q* (= 60Q/2πNd 3 ) with Reynolds 
number Re (= πNDd/60ν) for journal bearings with different herringbone groove 
patterns and radial clearance d = 250µm.  
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2110rpm 1469rpm 1185rpm 803rpm 451rpm 203rpm
 
 
Fig. 4-2  Pressure distributions in symmetrical herringbone grooved journal bearing       
with groove length ratios of 5:5 – 5:5 for different rotational shaft speeds and fixed 
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Fig. 4-3 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 3:7 – 3:7 for different shaft speeds and fixed 
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2110rpm 1469rpm 1185rpm 803rpm 451rpm 203rpm
 
 
Fig.4-4 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L   
pattern with groove length ratios of 4:6 – 4:6 for different shaft speeds and fixed 
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2110rpm 1470rpm 1184rpm 802rpm 450rpm 202rpm
 
 
Fig. 4-5 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern 
with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 – 4.5:5.5 for different shaft speeds and fixed 
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2110rpm 1465rpm 1180rpm 802rpm 450rpm 202rpm
 
 
Fig. 4-6 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L pattern 
with groove length ratios of 7:3 – 3:7 for different shaft speeds and fixed radial 
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2110rpm 1470rpm 1184rpm 803rpm 450rpm 202rpm
 
 
Fig. 4-7 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S pattern 
with groove length ratios of 3:7 – 7:3 for different shaft speeds and fixed radial 

































Fig. 4-8 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 3:7 – 3:7 for different shaft speeds and fixed 






























Fig. 4-9 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L   
pattern with groove length ratios of 4:6 – 4:6 for different shaft speeds and fixed 


































Fig. 4-10 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 – 4.5:5.5 for different shaft speeds and 





























Fig. 4-11 Temperature variations for symmetrical herringbone grooved journal bearing       
with groove length ratios of 5:5 – 5:5 for different rotational shaft speeds and fixed 



































Fig.  4-12 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 – 3:7 for different shaft speeds and fixed 

























Fig. 4-13 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S 
pattern  with groove length ratios of 3:7 – 7:3 for different shaft speeds and fixed 












Fig. 4-14 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 








Fig. 4-15 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-16 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 








Fig. 4-17 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-18   Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L   pattern with groove length 






Fig. 4-19 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-20 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 







Fig. 4-21 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-22 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 







Fig. 4-23 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-24 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 







Fig. 4-25 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-26 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L pattern with groove length 






Fig. 4-27 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-28 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L pattern with groove length 





Fig. 4-29 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-30 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L pattern with groove length 







Fig. 4-31 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-32 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S pattern with groove length   







Fig. 4-33 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-34 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S pattern with groove length 







Fig. 4-35 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S pattern with groove length 












Fig. 4-36 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S pattern with groove length 







Fig.  4-37 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-L:S pattern with groove length 
ratios of 3:7 – 7:3 at rotational speed of 2110rpm.  
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Fig. 4-38 Leakage rate Q (kg/s) with Rotational speed (rpm ) for S:L-S:L(4.5:5.5-    
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2010rpm 1465rpm 1180rpm 803rpm 450rpm 203rpm
 
Fig. 4-39  Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 – 4.5:5.5 for different shaft speeds and 
fixed radial clearance d = 250µm with Hydelf  DS 68. 
 
 





























Fig.  4-40 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 4.5:5.5 – 4.5:5.5 for different shaft speeds and 




Fig. 4-41Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L (4.5:5.5 – 4.5:5.5)  with 
lubricant Hydelf DS 68 at rotational speed of 450 rpm.  
 






Fig. 4-42  Herringbone grooved journal bearing of S:L-S:L (4.5:5.5 – 4.5:5.5)  with  




















Fig. 4-43 Variations of dimensionless leakage rate Q* (= 60Q/2πNd 3 ) with Reynolds 
number Re (= πNDd/60ν) for journal bearings with different herringbone groove 
patterns and non uniform groove depth .  
 























7:3-3:7 with uniform depth 7:3-3:7 with nonuniform depth
 
Fig.4-44  Variations of leakage rate Q(kg/s) with Rotational Speed (rpm) for journal 
bearings L:S-S:L 7:3-3:7 with uniform groove depth 300µm and the one with non 
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Fig. 4-45 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 – 3:7 and nonuniform groove depth for 
different shaft speeds and fixed radial clearance d = 250µm .  
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Fig.  4-46 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 6:4 – 4:6 and nonuniform groove depth for 
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2100rpm 1463rpm 1185rpm 803rpm 450rpm 202rpm
 
Fig. 4-47 Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S- L:S 
pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 – 7:3 and nonuniform groove depth for 
different shaft speeds and fixed radial clearance d = 250µm .  
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Fig. 4-48  Pressure distributions in herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S- L:S 
pattern with groove length ratios of 6:4 – 6:4 and nonuniform groove depth for 



























Fig.  4-49 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 – 3:7 and nonuniform groove depth for 
different shaft speeds and fixed radial clearance d = 250µm .  
 






























Fig.  4-50 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L 
pattern with groove length ratios of 6:4 – 4:6 and nonuniform groove depth for 































Fig. 4-51 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S- L:S 
pattern with groove length ratios of 7:3 – 7:3 and nonuniform groove depth for 





































Fig. 4-52 Temperature variations for herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S- L:S 
pattern with groove length ratios of 6:4 – 6:4 and nonuniform groove depth for 








Fig. 4-53 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L (7:3-3:7) pattern with 
nonuniform groove depth at rotational speed of 450rpm.  







Fig.  4-54 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L (7:3-3:7) pattern with 







Fig.  4-55 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L (7:3-3:7) pattern with 
nonuniform groove depth at rotational speed of 1180rpm.  







Fig. 4-56   Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L (7:3-3:7) pattern with 







Fig. 4-57  Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L (7:3-3:7) pattern with 
nonuniform groove depth at rotational speed of 2100rpm.  







Fig.4-58 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L (6:4 – 4:6) pattern with 







Fig. 4-59 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-S:L (6:4 – 4:6) pattern with 











Fig.  4-60  Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (7:3–7:3) pattern with 






Fig. 4-61 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (7:3–7:3) pattern with 
nonuniform groove depth at rotational speed of 450rpm.  






Fig. 4-62 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (7:3–7:3) pattern with 






Fig. 4-63 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (7:3–7:3) pattern with 
nonuniform groove depth at rotational speed of 1185rpm.  
 






Fig. 4-64 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (7:3–7:3) pattern with 







Fig. 4-65 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (6:4–6:4) pattern with 












Fig. 4-66 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (6:4–6:4) pattern with 






Fig. 4-67 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (6:4–6:4) pattern with 












Fig. 4-68 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (6:4–6:4) pattern with 








Fig. 4-69 Herringbone grooved journal bearing of L:S-L:S (6:4–6:4) pattern with 
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Fig. 4-70 Pressure distribution along Z direction of asymmetrical shaft 3:7-3:7 with radial 































Fig. 4-71 Pressure distribution along Z direction of asymmetrical shaft 4:6-4:6 with radial 



































Fig. 4-72 Pressure distribution along Z direction of symmetrical shaft 5:5-5:5 with radial 






























Fig. 4-73  Pressure distribution along Z direction of asymmetrical shaft 7:3-3:7 with 


































Fig. 4-74 Pressure distribution along Z direction of asymmetrical shaft 3:7-7:3  with 

























Fig.4-75  Pressure distribution along Z direction of plain shaft with radial clearance 
































Fig. 4-76 Comparisons of experimental and simulation leakage result for 8 shafts at 
rotational speed of 2100rpm  
3737       4646       5555        3773       7337       plain     d=350     d=400 






Fig.4-77 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for asymmetrical shaft 3:7-3:7 with 
radial clearance 250µm at the rotation speed 2100rpm  






Fig. 4-78 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for asymmetrical shaft 4:6-4:6 with 
radial clearance 250µm at the rotation speed 2100rpm  
 
 






Fig. 4-79 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for symmetrical shaft 5:5-5:5 with radial 
clearance 250µm at the rotation speed 2100rpm 
 






Fig. 4-80 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for asymmetrical shaft 7:3-3:7 with 
radial clearance 250µm at the rotation speed 2100rpm 
 
 






Fig. 4-81 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for asymmetrical shaft 3:7-7:3  with 
radial clearance 250µm at the rotation speed 2100rpm 
 
 




























Fig. 4-82 Pressure distribution along Z direction of symmetrical shaft (5:5-5:5) with 


























Fig. 4-83 Leakage of symmetrical shaft (5:5-5:5) with different radial clearance (250µm, 

























Fig. 4-84 Pressure distribution along Z direction of symmetrical shaft (5:5-5:5) with 






















Fig. 4-85 Leakage of Symmetrical shaft (5:5-5:5) with different groove angle (20˚, 














Fig. 4-86 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for symmetrical shaft (5:5-5:5) with different 
groove angles 20˚at the rotation speed 2100rpm.  
 






Fig. 4-87 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for symmetrical shaft (5:5-5:5) with different 
groove angles 40˚ at the rotation speed 2100rpm.  
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7:3-3:7 with uniform groove depth 7:3-3:7 with nonuniform groove depth
 
 
Fig. 4-88 Pressure distribution obtained from FLUENT for shaft 7:3-3:7 with uniform 




























Fig. 4-89 Comparison of leakage between asymmetrical shaft (7:3-3:7) with uniform 
groove depth 300µm and the one with nonuniform groove depth 300µm& 700µm  






























Fig. 4-90 FLUENT simulation comparison between partly-grooved pattern and fully-
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Fig. 4-91 Pressure distribution comparison among different groove angles in fully-
grooved pattern with symmetrical pattern 5:5-5:5   
























Fig. 4-92 Leakage rate comparison among different groove angles in fully-grooved 
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Fig. 4-93 Pressure distribution simulation for Fully grooved shaft with radial clearance 

































Fig. 4-94 Leakage simulation for fully grooved journal bearing with radial clearance 125 
µm at speed of 100rpm -2000rpm   
 
 






Fig. 4-95 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for symmetrical fully-grooved shaft with 
symmetrical pattern 5:5-5:5 at the rotation speed 2100rpm  

























Fig.  4-96  Pressure distribution simulation for reversible-groove shaft with radial clearance 

























Fig. 4-97 Leakage simulation for reversible-groove shaft with radial clearance 250 µm at 














Fig.  4-98 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for reversible-groove shaft with radial 
clearance 250 µm at speed 2100rpm in anti-clockwise rotation direction.  






Fig. 4-99 Pressure contour obtained in FLUENT for reversible-groove shaft with radial 











Table A-1 Specimen Shafts with uniform groove depth 
              Shaft  S:L-S:L S:L-S:L symmetrical 
              Ratio 3:7-3:7 4:6-4:6 5:5-5:5 
 )µm(1h - groove depth 300 300 300 
 )µm(2h - radial clearance 250 250 250 
 1b -groove width 6.364 6.364 6.364 
 2b -ridge width 5.809 5.809 5.809 
 1l - shorter part groove length 10.612 14.149 17.686 
 2l - longer part groove length 24.761 21.224 17.686 
  L- length of bearing 46.5 46.5 46.5 
 D- shaft diameter 46.2 46.2 46.2 
 N - No.of grooves 12 12 12 




Table A-2 Specimen Shafts with uniform groove depth 
           Shaft  S:L-S:L S:L-L:S L:S-S:L 
           Ratio 4.5:5.5-4.5:5.5 3:7-7:3 7:3-3:7 
)µm(1h - groove depth 300 300 300 
)µm(2h - radial clearance 250 250 250 
1b - groove width 6.364 6.364 6.364 
2b - ridge width 5.809 5.809 5.809 
1l - shorter part groove length 15.92 10.612 10.612 
2l - longer part groove length 19.45  24.761 24.761 
L - length of bearing 46.5 46.5 46.5 
D - shaft diameter 46.2 46.2 46.2 
N - No. of grooves 12 12 12 







Table A-3 Specimen Shafts with nonuniform groove depth 
                    Shaft  L:S-L:S L:S-L:S L:S-S:L L:S-S:L 
                    Ratio 7:3-7:3 6:4-6:4 7:3-3:7 6:4-4:6 
)µm(1Sh - groove depth for short part 300 400 300 400 
)µm(1Lh - groove depth for longer part 700 600 700 600 
)µm(2h - radial clearance 250 250 250 250 
1b - groove width 6.364 6.364 6.364 6.364 
2b - ridge width 5.809 5.809 5.809 5.809 
1l - shorter part groove length 10.612 14.149 10.612 14.149 
2l - longer part groove length 24.761 21.224 24.761 21.224 
L - length of bearing 46.5 46.5 46.5 46.5 
D - shaft diameter 46.2 46.2 46.2 46.2 
N - No. of grooves 12 12 12 12 









Output file of ARMD 
 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page #  1 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 
        ====================================================== 
 
 
    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 
 
     Units of Measure for this Run are -->  SI (Metric) 
 
 
     NAG     =  38   NCG     =  96   NPAD    =   1 
     NECC    =   3   NSP     =   0   NITER   =  15 
     NPITER  =  15   NRECES  =   0   NPUMP   =   0 
 
     NFASTP  =   0   NSASTP  =   0   NCSTP   =   0 
 
     VARGRD  =   F   TAPERB  =   F   SYMTRY  =   F   DAMBRG  =   F 
     CONDNS  =   F   STRUCT  =   T   NONDIM   =  F 
 
 
     BDIA    =  .46500E+02   BLENTH =  .12000E+03   PADANG =  
.36000E+03 
     FLMANG  =  .00000E+00   GRVANG =  .00000E+00   ORTANG =  
.00000E+00 
 
     BC      =  .25000E+00   PRELOD =  .00000E+00   STEPHT =  
.00000E+00 
     ANGECC  =  .00000E+00   ANGLOD =  .00000E+00   SPEED  =  
.21000E+04 
 
     CAVP    =  .00000E+00   GROVEP =  .00000E+00 
     SIDE1P  =  .00000E+00   SIDE2P =  .00000E+00 
 
     AMISX   =  .00000E+00   AMISY  =  .00000E+00 
     RENS    =  .29580E-01   DENSTY =  .00000E+00 
 
     Delta X =  .10000E-02   Delta Y= -.10000E-02 




 >>> ECCENTRICITY RATIOS CONSIDERED IN THIS RUN ARE :-  
 





. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page # 16 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 
        ====================================================== 
 
 
    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 




                              >>> PAD NUMBER  1 <<< 
                              PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
                              (Pascal = Newton/m^2) 
                              --------------------- 
 
 Axial Grid No.->       1         2         3         4         5         
6 




 Grid & Angle  
  1  @    .00      .000E+00  .116E+04  .974E+03  .296E+04  .602E+04  
.660E+04 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
95  @ 356.21      .000E+00  .110E+04  .000E+00  .648E+04  .675E+04  
.530E+04 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page # 17 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 
        ====================================================== 
 
 
    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 




                              >>> PAD NUMBER  1 <<< 
                              PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 





                              --------------------- 
 
 Axial Grid No.->       7         8         9        10        11        
12 




 Grid & Angle  
  1  @    .00      .693E+04  .802E+04  .912E+04  .945E+04  .916E+04  
.630E+04 
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 95  @ 356.21      .637E+04  .787E+04  .858E+04  .833E+04  .103E+05  
.104E+05 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page # 18 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 
        ====================================================== 
 
 
    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 




                              >>> PAD NUMBER  1 <<< 
                              PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
                              (Pascal = Newton/m^2) 
                              --------------------- 
 
 Axial Grid No.->      13        14        15        16        17        
18 




 Grid & Angle  
  1  @    .00      .398E+04  .450E+04  .446E+04  .235E+04  .539E+03  
.814E+03 
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 95  @ 356.21      .253E+04  .343E+04  .555E+04  .588E+04  .000E+00  
.854E+03 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page # 19 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 







    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 




                              >>> PAD NUMBER  1 <<< 
                              PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
                              (Pascal = Newton/m^2) 
                              --------------------- 
 
 Axial Grid No.->      19        20        21        22        23        
24 




 Grid & Angle  
  1  @    .00      .817E+03  .817E+03  .816E+03  .648E+03  .238E+04  
.528E+04 
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 95  @ 356.21      .865E+03  .866E+03  .863E+03  .000E+00  .572E+04  
.598E+04 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page # 20 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 
        ====================================================== 
 
 
    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 




                              >>> PAD NUMBER  1 <<< 
                              PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
                              (Pascal = Newton/m^2) 
                              --------------------- 
 
 Axial Grid No.->      25        26        27        28        29        
30 









  1  @    .00      .583E+04  .616E+04  .723E+04  .832E+04  .865E+04  
.837E+04 
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 95  @ 356.21      .451E+04  .558E+04  .705E+04  .775E+04  .750E+04  
.946E+04 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page # 21 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 
        ====================================================== 
 
 
    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 




                              >>> PAD NUMBER  1 <<< 
                              PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
                              (Pascal = Newton/m^2) 
                              --------------------- 
 
 Axial Grid No.->      31        32        33        34        35        
36 




 Grid & Angle  
  1  @    .00      .558E+04  .331E+04  .387E+04  .392E+04  .214E+04  
.573E+03 
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 95  @ 356.21      .961E+04  .181E+04  .276E+04  .490E+04  .534E+04  
.000E+00 
        ***    ROTOR BEARING TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE, INC.   ***      
Page # 22 
        INCOMPRESSIBLE HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
        FOR FIXED GEOMETRY BEARINGS  *** JURNBR ***  [V5.0-G1] 
        ====================================================== 
 
 
    Hou zhiqiong                                                               
    DSI                                                                      
    11/27/01 13:37:12                                                        
 








                              >>> PAD NUMBER  1 <<< 
                              PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
                              (Pascal = Newton/m^2) 
                              --------------------- 
 
 Axial Grid No.->      37        38 
 Axial Length -->   116.757   120.000 
 
 Circumferential 
 Grid & Angle  
  1  @    .00      .517E+03  .000E+00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 95  @ 356.21      .000E+00  .000E+00 
 
 
          X-FORCE        =  -.271187E+00 Newton 
          Y-FORCE        =  -.103657E+00 Newton 
          X-MOMENT       =   .784021E-02 Newton-Meter 
          Y-MOMENT       =  -.102652E-01 Newton-Meter 
          POWER LOSS     =   .376629E+02 Watt 
          SIDE LEAKAGE 1 =   .216835E+00 Liter/Min. 
          SIDE LEAKAGE 2 =   .456550E-01 Liter/Min. 




     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR LOAD ANGLE CONVERGENCE IS --->  1 
     CONVERGENCE ANGLE ERROR --->   .00000E+00 (DEG.) 
 
     MAXIMUM PRESSURE COMPUTED ->  .1359507E+05 (Pascal=Newton/M^2) 
 
     OCCURRING @ BEARING PAD NO.>   1 
     AXIAL GRID NO. ------------>  10 
     CIRCUMFERENTIAL GRID NO. -->  91 
 
 
     Bearing Flow Resistance Due To 1 psig Groove Pressure 
     Side Leakage =   .00000E+00 (Liter/Min.);=   .00000E+00 Non-Dim. 
     Inlet Flow   =   .00000E+00 (Liter/Min.);=   .00000E+00 Non-Dim. 

















/ Journal File for GAMBIT 2.0.4 
/ File opened for write Sat Apr 13 15:28:40 2002. 
volume create height 120 radius1 22.4 radius3 22.4 offset 0 0 60 zaxis frustum 
volume create height 120 radius1 23.2 radius3 23.2 offset 0 0 60 zaxis frustum 
"vertex cmove ""vertex.1"" ""vertex.3"" multiple 1 dangle 15.8 vector 0 0 1 origin \" 
  0 0 0 
vertex create coordinates 0 0 120 
"edge create straight ""vertex.5"" ""vertex.6""" 
"edge create straight ""vertex.1"" ""vertex.3""" 
"edge create center2points ""vertex.7"" ""vertex.6"" ""vertex.3"" minarc arc" 
"edge create center2points ""vertex.7"" ""vertex.5"" ""vertex.1"" minarc arc" 
"face create wireframe ""edge.5"" ""edge.6"" ""edge.8"" ""edge.7"" real" 
"volume create rotate ""face.7"" vector 0 0 -24.76 origin 0 0 0 twist 112.68" 
volume create height 120 radius1 22.8 radius3 22.8 offset 0 0 60 zaxis frustum 
"volume cmove ""volume.3"" multiple 1 offset 0 0 -6.75" 
"volume delete ""volume.3"" lowertopology" 
"vertex cmove ""vertex.12"" ""vertex.3"" multiple 1 dangle 15.8 vector 0 0 1 \" 
  origin 0 0 0 
"edge create straight ""vertex.3"" ""vertex.12""" 
"edge create straight ""vertex.22"" ""vertex.23""" 
"edge create center2points ""vertex.7"" ""vertex.22"" ""vertex.12"" minarc arc" 
"edge create center2points ""vertex.7"" ""vertex.23"" ""vertex.3"" minarc arc" 
"face create wireframe ""edge.33"" ""edge.34"" ""edge.32"" ""edge.31"" real" 
"face cmove ""face.22"" multiple 1 dangle -112.68 vector 0 0 1 origin 0 0 0" 
"face move ""face.23"" offset 0 0 -31.51" 
"volume create rotate ""face.23"" vector 0 0 -10.61 origin 0 0 0 twist -48.28" 
"volume create rotate ""face.23"" vector 0 0 -10.61 origin 0 0 0 twist 48.28" 
"volume create rotate ""face.21"" vector 0 0 -24.76 origin 0 0 0 twist -112.68" 
"volume move ""volume.6"" offset 0 0 -11.13" 
"volume cmove ""volume.6"" multiple 1 offset 0 0 -11.13" 
"volume delete ""volume.6"" lowertopology" 
"volume cmove ""volume.7"" multiple 1 dangle 48.28 vector 0 0 1 origin 0 0 0" 
"volume delete ""volume.7"" lowertopology" 
"volume cmove ""volume.8"" multiple 1 dangle -112.68 vector 0 0 1 origin 0 0 0" 
"volume delete ""volume.8"" lowertopology" 
"volume move ""volume.11"" offset 0 0 6.75" 
"volume move ""volume.11"" offset 0 0 24.76" 
"volume move ""volume.11"" offset 0 0 -120" 
"volume move ""volume.11"" offset 0 0 6.75" 
"volume move ""volume.10"" offset 0 0 24.76" 
"volume move ""volume.10"" offset 0 0 6.75" 
"volume move ""volume.10"" offset 0 0 -60" 
"volume move ""volume.10"" offset 0 0 -6.75" 
"volume delete ""volume.1"" ""volume.2"" ""volume.4"" lowertopology" 
"face move ""face.22"" offset 0 0 -31.51" 







"volume cmove ""volume.5"" ""volume.9"" ""volume.11"" ""volume.10"" multiple 1 dangle \" 
  30 vector 0 0 1 origin 0 0 0 
"volume cmove ""volume.5"" ""volume.9"" ""volume.11"" ""volume.10"" ""volume.12"" \" 
"  ""volume.13"" ""volume.14"" ""volume.15"" multiple 1 dangle 60 vector 0 0 1 \" 
  origin 0 0 0 
"volume cmove ""volume.16"" ""volume.20"" ""volume.17"" ""volume.21"" ""volume.19"" \" 
"  ""volume.23"" ""volume.22"" ""volume.18"" multiple 1 dangle 60 vector 0 0 1 \" 
  origin 0 0 0 
"volume cmove ""volume.5"" ""volume.9"" ""volume.11"" ""volume.10"" ""volume.12"" \" 
"  ""volume.13"" ""volume.14"" ""volume.15"" ""volume.16"" ""volume.17"" ""volume.18"" \" 
"  ""volume.19"" ""volume.20"" ""volume.21"" ""volume.22"" ""volume.23"" ""volume.24"" \" 
"  ""volume.25"" ""volume.26"" ""volume.27"" ""volume.28"" ""volume.29"" ""volume.30"" \" 
"  ""volume.31"" multiple 1 dangle 180 vector 0 0 1 origin 0 0 0" 
volume create height 120 radius1 22.8 radius3 22.8 offset 0 0 60 zaxis frustum 
undo 
/Undone to: volume create height 120 radius1 22.8 radius3 22.8 offset 0 0 60 zaxi 
volume create height 120 radius1 23.1 radius3 23.1 offset 0 0 60 zaxis frustum 
volume create height 120 radius1 23.35 radius3 23.35 offset 0 0 60 zaxis frustum 
"volume subtract ""volume.57"" volumes ""volume.56""" 
window modify shade 
window modify noshade 
"save name ""7337dep.dbs""" 
"volume unite volumes ""volume.5"" ""volume.9"" ""volume.11"" ""volume.10"" \" 
"  ""volume.12"" ""volume.13"" ""volume.14"" ""volume.15"" ""volume.16"" ""volume.17"" \" 
"  ""volume.18"" ""volume.19"" ""volume.20"" ""volume.21"" ""volume.22"" ""volume.23"" \" 
"  ""volume.24"" ""volume.25"" ""volume.26"" ""volume.27"" ""volume.28"" ""volume.29"" \" 
"  ""volume.30"" ""volume.31"" ""volume.32"" ""volume.33"" ""volume.34"" ""volume.35"" \" 
"  ""volume.36"" ""volume.37"" ""volume.38"" ""volume.39"" ""volume.40"" ""volume.41"" \" 
"  ""volume.42"" ""volume.43"" ""volume.44"" ""volume.45"" ""volume.46"" ""volume.47"" \" 
"  ""volume.48"" ""volume.49"" ""volume.50"" ""volume.51"" ""volume.52"" ""volume.53"" \" 
"  ""volume.54"" ""volume.55"" ""volume.57""" 
vertex create coordinates 0 0 0 
"edge create straight ""vertex.7"" ""vertex.614""" 
"edge move ""edge.897"" offset 30 0 0" 
"edge cmove ""edge.897"" multiple 1 offset -60 0 0" 
"edge create straight ""vertex.615"" ""vertex.7""" 
"edge create straight ""vertex.616"" ""vertex.614""" 
"face create wireframe ""edge.897"" ""edge.900"" ""edge.898"" ""edge.899"" real" 
"volume split ""volume.5"" faces ""face.424"" connected" 
window modify invisible 
"window modify volume ""volume.5"" visible" 
undo begingroup 
"edge picklink ""edge.554"" ""edge.25"" ""edge.958"" ""edge.961"" ""edge.963"" \" 
"  ""edge.967"" ""edge.969"" ""edge.973"" ""edge.975"" ""edge.875"" ""edge.997"" \" 
"  ""edge.995"" ""edge.991"" ""edge.989"" ""edge.985"" ""edge.983"" ""edge.980"" \" 
"  ""edge.345"" ""edge.350"" ""edge.393"" ""edge.398"" ""edge.441"" ""edge.446"" \" 
"  ""edge.489"" ""edge.494"" ""edge.549"" ""edge.542"" ""edge.537"" ""edge.199"" \" 
"  ""edge.873"" ""edge.151"" ""edge.871"" ""edge.103"" ""edge.869"" ""edge.23"" ""edge.830"" \" 
"  ""edge.547"" ""edge.891"" ""edge.535""" 
"edge mesh ""edge.535"" ""edge.891"" ""edge.547"" ""edge.830"" ""edge.23"" ""edge.869"" \" 
"  ""edge.103"" ""edge.871"" ""edge.151"" ""edge.873"" ""edge.199"" ""edge.537"" \" 
"  ""edge.542"" ""edge.549"" ""edge.494"" ""edge.489"" ""edge.446"" ""edge.441"" \" 
"  ""edge.398"" ""edge.393"" ""edge.350"" ""edge.345"" ""edge.980"" ""edge.983"" \" 
"  ""edge.985"" ""edge.989"" ""edge.991"" ""edge.995"" ""edge.997"" ""edge.875"" \" 
"  ""edge.975"" ""edge.973"" ""edge.969"" ""edge.967"" ""edge.963"" ""edge.961"" \" 









"edge picklink ""edge.884"" ""edge.415"" ""edge.886"" ""edge.93"" ""edge.614"" \" 
"  ""edge.609"" ""edge.626"" ""edge.621"" ""edge.1000"" ""edge.998"" ""edge.994"" \" 
"  ""edge.992"" ""edge.988"" ""edge.986"" ""edge.982"" ""edge.367"" ""edge.463"" \" 
"  ""edge.888"" ""edge.511"" ""edge.890"" ""edge.619"" ""edge.825"" ""edge.607"" \" 
"  ""edge.896"" ""edge.98"" ""edge.129"" ""edge.134"" ""edge.177"" ""edge.182"" ""edge.225"" \" 
"  ""edge.230"" ""edge.978"" ""edge.976"" ""edge.972"" ""edge.970"" ""edge.966"" \" 
"  ""edge.964"" ""edge.960"" ""edge.91""" 
"edge mesh ""edge.91"" ""edge.960"" ""edge.964"" ""edge.966"" ""edge.970"" ""edge.972"" \" 
"  ""edge.976"" ""edge.978"" ""edge.230"" ""edge.225"" ""edge.182"" ""edge.177"" \" 
"  ""edge.134"" ""edge.129"" ""edge.98"" ""edge.896"" ""edge.607"" ""edge.825"" ""edge.619"" \" 
"  ""edge.890"" ""edge.511"" ""edge.888"" ""edge.463"" ""edge.367"" ""edge.982"" \" 
"  ""edge.986"" ""edge.988"" ""edge.992"" ""edge.994"" ""edge.998"" ""edge.1000"" \" 
"  ""edge.621"" ""edge.626"" ""edge.609"" ""edge.614"" ""edge.93"" ""edge.886"" ""edge.415"" \" 
"  ""edge.884"" successive ratio1 1 intervals 7" 
undo endgroup 
undo begingroup 
"edge picklink ""edge.929"" ""edge.930"" ""edge.931"" ""edge.932"" ""edge.858"" \" 
"  ""edge.951"" ""edge.952"" ""edge.945"" ""edge.946"" ""edge.480"" ""edge.939"" \" 
"  ""edge.940"" ""edge.933"" ""edge.934"" ""edge.579"" ""edge.826"" ""edge.591"" \" 
"  ""edge.894"" ""edge.895"" ""edge.528"" ""edge.832"" ""edge.837"" ""edge.944"" \" 
"  ""edge.942"" ""edge.936"" ""edge.937"" ""edge.893"" ""edge.956"" ""edge.948"" \" 
"  ""edge.954"" ""edge.159"" ""edge.863"" ""edge.111"" ""edge.860"" ""edge.168"" \" 
"  ""edge.856"" ""edge.216"" ""edge.949"" ""edge.495"" ""edge.833"" ""edge.72"" ""edge.564"" \" 
"  ""edge.829"" ""edge.576"" ""edge.868"" ""edge.555"" ""edge.892"" ""edge.567"" \" 
"  ""edge.828"" ""edge.63"" ""edge.867"" ""edge.120"" ""edge.864"" ""edge.853"" ""edge.183"" \" 
"  ""edge.857"" ""edge.231"" ""edge.144"" ""edge.862"" ""edge.84"" ""edge.866"" ""edge.861"" \" 
"  ""edge.135"" ""edge.865"" ""edge.75"" ""edge.588"" ""edge.827"" ""edge.600""" 
"edge mesh ""edge.600"" ""edge.827"" ""edge.588"" ""edge.75"" ""edge.865"" ""edge.135"" \" 
"  ""edge.861"" ""edge.866"" ""edge.84"" ""edge.862"" ""edge.144"" ""edge.231"" ""edge.857"" \" 
"  ""edge.183"" ""edge.853"" ""edge.864"" ""edge.120"" ""edge.867"" ""edge.63"" ""edge.828"" \" 
"  ""edge.567"" ""edge.892"" ""edge.555"" ""edge.868"" ""edge.576"" ""edge.829"" \" 
"  ""edge.564"" ""edge.72"" ""edge.833"" ""edge.495"" ""edge.949"" ""edge.216"" ""edge.856"" \" 
"  ""edge.168"" ""edge.860"" ""edge.111"" ""edge.863"" ""edge.159"" ""edge.954"" \" 
"  ""edge.948"" ""edge.956"" ""edge.893"" ""edge.937"" ""edge.936"" ""edge.942"" \" 
"  ""edge.944"" ""edge.837"" ""edge.832"" ""edge.528"" ""edge.895"" ""edge.894"" \" 
"  ""edge.591"" ""edge.826"" ""edge.579"" ""edge.934"" ""edge.933"" ""edge.940"" \" 
"  ""edge.939"" ""edge.480"" ""edge.946"" ""edge.945"" ""edge.952"" ""edge.951"" \" 
"  ""edge.858"" ""edge.932"" ""edge.931"" ""edge.930"" ""edge.929"" successive ratio1 1 \" 
  intervals 3 
undo endgroup 
window modify invisible 
"window modify volume ""volume.6"" visible" 
undo begingroup 
"edge picklink ""edge.504"" ""edge.836"" ""edge.859"" ""edge.276"" ""edge.879"" \" 
"  ""edge.192"" ""edge.831"" ""edge.844"" ""edge.384"" ""edge.432"" ""edge.840"" \" 
"  ""edge.519"" ""edge.835"" ""edge.471"" ""edge.839"" ""edge.423"" ""edge.843"" \" 
"  ""edge.375"" ""edge.848"" ""edge.303"" ""edge.880"" ""edge.291"" ""edge.351"" \" 
"  ""edge.845"" ""edge.399"" ""edge.841"" ""edge.834"" ""edge.447"" ""edge.456"" \" 
"  ""edge.838"" ""edge.408"" ""edge.842"" ""edge.360"" ""edge.846"" ""edge.288"" \" 
"  ""edge.851"" ""edge.207"" ""edge.855"" ""edge.267"" ""edge.878"" ""edge.850"" \" 
"  ""edge.279"" ""edge.312"" ""edge.849"" ""edge.300"" ""edge.881"" ""edge.240"" \" 
"  ""edge.854""" 
"edge mesh ""edge.854"" ""edge.240"" ""edge.881"" ""edge.300"" ""edge.849"" ""edge.312"" \" 







"  ""edge.851"" ""edge.288"" ""edge.846"" ""edge.360"" ""edge.842"" ""edge.408"" \" 
"  ""edge.838"" ""edge.456"" ""edge.447"" ""edge.834"" ""edge.841"" ""edge.399"" \" 
"  ""edge.845"" ""edge.351"" ""edge.291"" ""edge.880"" ""edge.303"" ""edge.848"" \" 
"  ""edge.375"" ""edge.843"" ""edge.423"" ""edge.839"" ""edge.471"" ""edge.835"" \" 
"  ""edge.519"" ""edge.840"" ""edge.432"" ""edge.384"" ""edge.844"" ""edge.831"" \" 
"  ""edge.192"" ""edge.879"" ""edge.276"" ""edge.859"" ""edge.836"" ""edge.504"" \" 
  successive ratio1 1 intervals 3 
undo endgroup 
undo begingroup 
"edge picklink ""edge.889"" ""edge.487"" ""edge.887"" ""edge.439"" ""edge.266"" \" 
"  ""edge.261"" ""edge.254"" ""edge.249"" ""edge.885"" ""edge.391"" ""edge.883"" \" 
"  ""edge.343"" ""edge.852"" ""edge.259"" ""edge.877"" ""edge.247"" ""edge.206"" \" 
"  ""edge.201"" ""edge.158"" ""edge.153"" ""edge.110"" ""edge.105"" ""edge.30"" ""edge.870"" \" 
"  ""edge.374"" ""edge.369"" ""edge.326"" ""edge.321"" ""edge.338"" ""edge.333"" \" 
"  ""edge.127"" ""edge.872"" ""edge.175"" ""edge.874"" ""edge.223"" ""edge.876"" \" 
"  ""edge.331"" ""edge.847"" ""edge.319"" ""edge.882"" ""edge.417"" ""edge.422"" \" 
"  ""edge.465"" ""edge.470"" ""edge.513"" ""edge.518""" 
"edge mesh ""edge.518"" ""edge.513"" ""edge.470"" ""edge.465"" ""edge.422"" ""edge.417"" \" 
"  ""edge.882"" ""edge.319"" ""edge.847"" ""edge.331"" ""edge.876"" ""edge.223"" \" 
"  ""edge.874"" ""edge.175"" ""edge.872"" ""edge.127"" ""edge.333"" ""edge.338"" \" 
"  ""edge.321"" ""edge.326"" ""edge.369"" ""edge.374"" ""edge.870"" ""edge.30"" ""edge.105"" \" 
"  ""edge.110"" ""edge.153"" ""edge.158"" ""edge.201"" ""edge.206"" ""edge.247"" \" 
"  ""edge.877"" ""edge.259"" ""edge.852"" ""edge.343"" ""edge.883"" ""edge.391"" \" 
"  ""edge.885"" ""edge.249"" ""edge.254"" ""edge.261"" ""edge.266"" ""edge.439"" \" 
"  ""edge.887"" ""edge.487"" ""edge.889"" successive ratio1 1 intervals 7" 
undo endgroup 
"face mesh ""face.249"" ""face.225"" ""face.201"" ""face.177"" ""face.135"" ""face.129"" \" 
"  ""face.483"" ""face.477"" ""face.471"" ""face.465"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.252"" ""face.253"" ""face.413"" ""face.228"" ""face.409"" ""face.229"" \" 
"  ""face.204"" ""face.205"" ""face.405"" ""face.180"" ""face.401"" ""face.181"" \" 
"  ""face.138"" ""face.359"" ""face.358"" ""face.139"" ""face.132"" ""face.392"" \" 
"  ""face.393"" ""face.133"" ""face.485"" ""face.388"" ""face.481"" ""face.479"" \" 
"  ""face.384"" ""face.475"" ""face.473"" ""face.380"" ""face.469"" ""face.467"" \" 
"  ""face.376"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.252"" ""face.253"" ""face.413"" ""face.228"" ""face.409"" ""face.229"" \" 
"  ""face.204"" ""face.205"" ""face.405"" ""face.180"" ""face.401"" ""face.181"" \" 
"  ""face.138"" ""face.359"" ""face.358"" ""face.139"" ""face.132"" ""face.392"" \" 
"  ""face.393"" ""face.133"" ""face.485"" ""face.388"" ""face.481"" ""face.479"" \" 
"  ""face.384"" ""face.475"" ""face.473"" ""face.380"" ""face.469"" ""face.467"" \" 
"  ""face.376"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.258"" ""face.234"" ""face.210"" ""face.186"" ""face.150"" ""face.144"" \" 
"  ""face.489"" ""face.495"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.493"" ""face.497"" ""face.491"" ""face.115"" ""face.487"" ""face.395"" \" 
"  ""face.143"" ""face.394"" ""face.145"" ""face.357"" ""face.149"" ""face.356"" \" 
"  ""face.151"" ""face.351"" ""face.185"" ""face.350"" ""face.187"" ""face.347"" \" 
"  ""face.346"" ""face.209"" ""face.211"" ""face.343"" ""face.342"" ""face.233"" \" 
"  ""face.235"" ""face.339"" ""face.338"" ""face.257"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.493"" ""face.497"" ""face.491"" ""face.115"" ""face.487"" ""face.395"" \" 
"  ""face.143"" ""face.394"" ""face.145"" ""face.357"" ""face.149"" ""face.356"" \" 
"  ""face.151"" ""face.351"" ""face.185"" ""face.350"" ""face.187"" ""face.347"" \" 
"  ""face.346"" ""face.209"" ""face.211"" ""face.343"" ""face.342"" ""face.233"" \" 
"  ""face.235"" ""face.339"" ""face.338"" ""face.257"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.455"" ""face.461"" ""face.222"" ""face.198"" ""face.162"" ""face.156"" \" 
"  ""face.126"" ""face.102"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.364"" ""face.101"" ""face.361"" ""face.125"" ""face.360"" ""face.397"" \" 







"  ""face.354"" ""face.349"" ""face.197"" ""face.199"" ""face.348"" ""face.221"" \" 
"  ""face.345"" ""face.344"" ""face.223"" ""face.247"" ""face.341"" ""face.459"" \" 
"  ""face.463"" ""face.457"" ""face.271"" ""face.453"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.364"" ""face.101"" ""face.361"" ""face.125"" ""face.360"" ""face.397"" \" 
"  ""face.157"" ""face.155"" ""face.396"" ""face.355"" ""face.161"" ""face.163"" \" 
"  ""face.354"" ""face.349"" ""face.197"" ""face.199"" ""face.348"" ""face.221"" \" 
"  ""face.345"" ""face.344"" ""face.223"" ""face.247"" ""face.341"" ""face.459"" \" 
"  ""face.463"" ""face.457"" ""face.271"" ""face.453"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.449"" ""face.443"" ""face.437"" ""face.431"" ""face.165"" ""face.171"" \" 
"  ""face.117"" ""face.93"" ""face.69"" ""face.51"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.54"" ""face.55"" ""face.383"" ""face.72"" ""face.73"" ""face.387"" \" 
"  ""face.96"" ""face.97"" ""face.391"" ""face.120"" ""face.121"" ""face.353"" ""face.352"" \" 
"  ""face.174"" ""face.175"" ""face.399"" ""face.398"" ""face.168"" ""face.169"" \" 
"  ""face.403"" ""face.433"" ""face.402"" ""face.435"" ""face.406"" ""face.439"" \" 
"  ""face.441"" ""face.410"" ""face.445"" ""face.414"" ""face.451"" ""face.447"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.54"" ""face.55"" ""face.383"" ""face.72"" ""face.73"" ""face.387"" \" 
"  ""face.96"" ""face.97"" ""face.391"" ""face.120"" ""face.121"" ""face.353"" ""face.352"" \" 
"  ""face.174"" ""face.175"" ""face.399"" ""face.398"" ""face.168"" ""face.169"" \" 
"  ""face.403"" ""face.433"" ""face.402"" ""face.435"" ""face.406"" ""face.439"" \" 
"  ""face.441"" ""face.410"" ""face.445"" ""face.414"" ""face.451"" ""face.447"" map size \" 
1 
"face mesh ""face.430"" triangle size 1" 
"volume mesh ""volume.6"" cooper source ""face.430"" ""face.177"" ""face.201"" \" 
"  ""face.225"" ""face.249"" ""face.258"" ""face.234"" ""face.461"" ""face.455"" \" 
"  ""face.449"" ""face.443"" ""face.437"" ""face.431"" ""face.51"" ""face.69"" ""face.93"" \" 
"  ""face.117"" ""face.126"" ""face.102"" ""face.495"" ""face.489"" ""face.483"" \" 
"  ""face.477"" ""face.471"" ""face.465"" ""face.222"" ""face.210"" ""face.198"" \" 
"  ""face.186"" ""face.171"" ""face.162"" ""face.150"" ""face.135"" ""face.129"" \" 
"  ""face.144"" ""face.156"" ""face.165"" ""face.326"" size 1" 
window modify invisible 
"window modify volume ""volume.5"" visible" 
"face mesh ""face.484"" ""face.478"" ""face.472"" ""face.466"" ""face.309"" ""face.315"" \" 
"  ""face.261"" ""face.237"" ""face.213"" ""face.189"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.328"" ""face.318"" ""face.329"" ""face.264"" ""face.415"" ""face.240"" \" 
"  ""face.411"" ""face.216"" ""face.407"" ""face.192"" ""face.193"" ""face.217"" \" 
"  ""face.241"" ""face.265"" ""face.319"" ""face.313"" ""face.423"" ""face.312"" \" 
"  ""face.379"" ""face.468"" ""face.470"" ""face.474"" ""face.476"" ""face.480"" \" 
"  ""face.482"" ""face.486"" ""face.390"" ""face.386"" ""face.382"" ""face.378"" \" 
"  ""face.422"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.328"" ""face.318"" ""face.329"" ""face.264"" ""face.415"" ""face.240"" \" 
"  ""face.411"" ""face.216"" ""face.407"" ""face.192"" ""face.193"" ""face.217"" \" 
"  ""face.241"" ""face.265"" ""face.319"" ""face.313"" ""face.423"" ""face.312"" \" 
"  ""face.379"" ""face.468"" ""face.470"" ""face.474"" ""face.476"" ""face.480"" \" 
"  ""face.482"" ""face.486"" ""face.390"" ""face.386"" ""face.382"" ""face.378"" \" 
"  ""face.422"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.490"" ""face.496"" ""face.78"" ""face.48"" ""face.306"" ""face.300"" \" 
"  ""face.270"" ""face.246"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.340"" ""face.245"" ""face.337"" ""face.269"" ""face.336"" ""face.421"" \" 
"  ""face.299"" ""face.301"" ""face.420"" ""face.307"" ""face.331"" ""face.305"" \" 
"  ""face.330"" ""face.373"" ""face.47"" ""face.372"" ""face.49"" ""face.79"" ""face.369"" \" 
"  ""face.368"" ""face.77"" ""face.365"" ""face.103"" ""face.494"" ""face.498"" ""face.492"" \" 
"  ""face.127"" ""face.488"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.340"" ""face.245"" ""face.337"" ""face.269"" ""face.336"" ""face.421"" \" 
"  ""face.299"" ""face.301"" ""face.420"" ""face.307"" ""face.331"" ""face.305"" \" 
"  ""face.330"" ""face.373"" ""face.47"" ""face.372"" ""face.49"" ""face.79"" ""face.369"" \" 







"  ""face.127"" ""face.488"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.114"" ""face.90"" ""face.66"" ""face.42"" ""face.294"" ""face.288"" \" 
"  ""face.456"" ""face.462"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.464"" ""face.460"" ""face.458"" ""face.259"" ""face.454"" ""face.419"" \" 
"  ""face.287"" ""face.418"" ""face.289"" ""face.333"" ""face.332"" ""face.293"" \" 
"  ""face.295"" ""face.374"" ""face.375"" ""face.41"" ""face.43"" ""face.371"" ""face.370"" \" 
"  ""face.65"" ""face.67"" ""face.367"" ""face.366"" ""face.89"" ""face.91"" ""face.363"" \" 
"  ""face.362"" ""face.113"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.464"" ""face.460"" ""face.458"" ""face.259"" ""face.454"" ""face.419"" \" 
"  ""face.287"" ""face.418"" ""face.289"" ""face.333"" ""face.332"" ""face.293"" \" 
"  ""face.295"" ""face.374"" ""face.375"" ""face.41"" ""face.43"" ""face.371"" ""face.370"" \" 
"  ""face.65"" ""face.67"" ""face.367"" ""face.366"" ""face.89"" ""face.91"" ""face.363"" \" 
"  ""face.362"" ""face.113"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.105"" ""face.81"" ""face.57"" ""face.279"" ""face.273"" ""face.450"" \" 
"  ""face.444"" ""face.438"" ""face.432"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.400"" ""face.434"" ""face.436"" ""face.404"" ""face.440"" ""face.442"" \" 
"  ""face.408"" ""face.446"" ""face.448"" ""face.412"" ""face.452"" ""face.417"" \" 
"  ""face.416"" ""face.276"" ""face.277"" ""face.283"" ""face.335"" ""face.282"" \" 
"  ""face.334"" ""face.381"" ""face.61"" ""face.60"" ""face.385"" ""face.84"" ""face.85"" \" 
"  ""face.389"" ""face.109"" ""face.108"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.400"" ""face.434"" ""face.436"" ""face.404"" ""face.440"" ""face.442"" \" 
"  ""face.408"" ""face.446"" ""face.448"" ""face.412"" ""face.452"" ""face.417"" \" 
"  ""face.416"" ""face.276"" ""face.277"" ""face.283"" ""face.335"" ""face.282"" \" 
"  ""face.334"" ""face.381"" ""face.61"" ""face.60"" ""face.385"" ""face.84"" ""face.85"" \" 
"  ""face.389"" ""face.109"" ""face.108"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.16"" triangle size 1" 
"face delete ""face.19"" ""face.377"" ""face.20"" onlymesh" 
"face mesh ""face.19"" ""face.377"" ""face.20"" map size 1" 
"face mesh ""face.327"" triangle size 1" 
"volume mesh ""volume.5"" cooper source ""face.327"" ""face.432"" ""face.438"" \" 
"  ""face.444"" ""face.450"" ""face.456"" ""face.462"" ""face.246"" ""face.270"" \" 
"  ""face.261"" ""face.237"" ""face.213"" ""face.189"" ""face.466"" ""face.472"" \" 
"  ""face.478"" ""face.484"" ""face.490"" ""face.496"" ""face.90"" ""face.114"" ""face.105"" \" 
"  ""face.81"" ""face.57"" ""face.16"" ""face.309"" ""face.300"" ""face.288"" ""face.273"" \" 
"  ""face.42"" ""face.48"" ""face.66"" ""face.78"" ""face.279"" ""face.294"" ""face.306"" \" 
"  ""face.315"" ""face.427"" size 1" 
window modify volume visible 
window modify volume visible 
window modify invisible mesh 
"solver select ""FLUENT 5/6""" 
"physics create ""flatwall"" btype ""WALL"" face ""face.427"" ""face.326""" 
"physics create ""inlet"" btype ""PRESSURE_INLET"" face ""face.324"" ""face.429""" 
"physics create ""outlet"" btype ""PRESSURE_OUTLET"" face ""face.428"" ""face.325""" 
"physics create ""lub"" ctype ""FLUID"" volume ""volume.5"" ""volume.6""" 
save 
"export fluent5 ""7337dep.msh""" 
"/ File closed at Sat Apr 13 16:26:14 2002, 10819932.00 cpu second(s), 
58793648 maximum memory." 
 
 
 
